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TICKET

CITIZENS

WINS

$1.00 PER YEA?

CITY

IN

ELECTION

RAILROAD EMPLOYES
$30,000.00 TO BE EXPENDED
ALL FOUR WARDS GIVE
CITIZENS TICKET MAJORITY
HERE BY TELEPHONE CO.
MAKE FORMAL DEMANDS
Prohibition Issue Thrown Out as Bait Generally Improvements Include a 28x100 Red Pressed Brick A Big Strike is Imminent. April 29 Given Railroads
Building, New Modern Switchboard for Auto
Accepted by Voters. Preachers Play Importin Which to Comply with Demands. Situation
Propaganda.
Prohibition
matic Phone Service, New Equipment Through
One of Intense Interest in Terminals like Clovis
ant Part in Scattering
out with Cables in the Alleys.
Candidate in 4th Ward Gets In by Close Shave.
State Corporation Commission
On March 29 the Brotherhood
Bond Issue Carries.
For Treasurer

(

The Citizens Ticket won. It
was victorious in all four wards,
but not unanimous. Although
the vote cast was very light,
there was considerable interest
manifested by business men.
There is no disputing of the fact,
that prohibition agitation was
It
responsible for the result.
was preached early and late. It
was preached in pulpit and press
so much and bo often that those
who advocated it really believed
it themselves. As far as the
News was concerned, this question was not taken into consideration and the same view was
held by many that supported
independent movement.
The supporters of the citizens
ticket were out in force, earlv
and late, with an avalanche of
automobiles to convey the voters
to the polls, but no effort was
made, worthy of mention, by
the Independent supporters in
this direction. The first and
second wards did not have, as
far as was observed, a single
worker. The third ward supporters of the Independentjticket
gave up the fight early in the
game, when they discovered that
they had been tricked in some
manner )yhcn one of their trust-e- d
lieutenants failed to register
their voters. Only in the fourth
ward was any semblance of effort
made to elect the Independent
candidate and the close margin
indicates what might have been
the result had an organized
effort been made.
The prohibition agitation on
the part of the Citizens ticket
supporters had the effect of
throwing the remaining demoralized "wets" to the support of
the other ticket-ju- st
what the
Citizens tisket workers wanted.
This once done, it was easy to
preach the prohibition issue to a
hard boiled, finish. The News is
no prophet or son of a prophet,

the

but we venture the prediction
that this same prohibition issue
will be used to a general advantage by the candidates for county
office this fall. The News is for
prohibition.
The editor voted
for it and supported it, but that
question has been settled and
we do not believe that it should
be forever used to boost poli
ticians into offtct. It ia said that
considerable money was spent by
certain supporters of the citizens
ticket on the election by hiring
workers, cars and other ex
penses. The supporters of the
Independent ticket never spent
a red cent. The general senti
ment being that if the ticket
could not stand without strenuous efforts such as was exer
cised by the suppprters of the
citizens ticket, that it should go
down in defeat. It is a general
known fact however, that with
but one exception, the candidates
on the citizens ticket had little
opposition.
This exception
would doubtless have gone down
in defeat but for the support of
a preacher of the gospel "who
shouted "A rehearsel of the
prohibition issue" and the flock
stampeded. We hope now that
this issue is DEAD, DEAD,
DEAD and that we can divert
our minds and energies to the
peaceful pursuit of building up
The
our town and country.
News is willing to bury the
hatchet, if such an implement
remains in evidence, and get
back to task which is our delight-that
o f boosting t h e
greatest new town and the best
undeveloped country in the
southwest.
The vote in the different
wards stood as follows:
1st Ward
For Mayor
93
K. C. Childers

For Clerk
B. M.

Brizendine

f S

95

,,

A. W. Skarda

For Aldermen
Bryan
Bert Curless
Bond Issue 54 For

l

2nd

7

11

'

JoeF. Sellers

"

For 11
3rd Ward
K. C. Childers
B. M. Brizendine
A. W. Skarda
E.
Eastham
J. A. McFarlin
Bond Issue 26 For 16
Bond

Against

Ward

K. C. Childers
B. M. Brizendine
A. W. Skarda
I. C. Johnson
lBsue-- 63

a

108
111
111

74
37

Against
63
64
64
38
28

Against

4th Ward

'

K. C. Childers
B. M. Brizendine
A. W. Skarda
Jack Hull
A. L Gurley

Bond

93
94
94
61
43

For 8 Against

Issue-- 36

30ND L1SU1

The vote on the issuance of
$35,000 bonds carried by 132 majority. The vote in the different
wards was less than that polled
for the candidates for the reason
that only the property owners in
Clovis were allowed by law to
vote on matters of this kind.

May Be Illegal
Since no notice of registration ;
no notice of detignated polling
places; no notice of the appointment of judges and insufficient
publication of notice of election,
was given, some of those interested in the results of the bond
issue say that it will cloud the
legality of such ' and issue and
that it may be necessary to hold
another election. The matter is
being investigated by attorneys.

J. L. Oliver was down from
Texico Sunday.

i

nree ocore i ears an aITlen
O

64
31

Gus

I

HPI

95

District Manager C. C. Croke, the towns are divided into three of Locomotive Engineers. Brothof Roswel), of the Mountain classes, namely A B and C. erhood of Locomotive Fireman
States Telephone and Telegraph Clovis comes under the "B" and Engineers, The Brotherhood
Company, was in the city Mon- classification. The rates are also of Railway Trainmen and the
day and in conference with a regulated by the Commission Order of Railroad Conductors
News representative stated that according to the classification. submitted their terms for a new
his company expected to expend Albuquerque in class "A" pays wage and working scale to the
$30,000 here in building and $4.00 for business phones, Santa Santa Fe Railroad and simulequipment at an early date. All Fe and Silver City pay the same. taneously to other railroads.
that holds them back at the Roswell and Carlsbad pay $3.50. These organizations represent
The new rates will become about 400.000 employes on 523
present writing is a franchise,
effective
when the new exchange railroads in the United States.
which they have never as yet
obtained from the city of Clovis, is in operation, but in the mean- We would not attempt to predict
A meeting of the city council time, interest centers on that 99 the outcome, but that the situ
was set for Monday night for year franchise. It is said that a ation is serious there is no quesThe railroads
the purpose of passing on this majority of the aldermen favor tion of doubt.
opposes
Ramey
it,
EX'
Mayor
it.
ihey
grant these
claim
j matter,
if
that
but as a majority of the
uldermen went to the show, a saying that the city's franchises demands, they will either be
quorum could not be had. Mr. are its future wealth and should thrown into bankruptcy or that
Croke states that the Company be guarded as closely as the they will be compelled to raise
proposes to immediately erect a treasure chest. Its up to the the freight rates and make the
people pay them. The railroad
building 28x100 feet of red council.
employes claim that the increaspressed brick as a central sta
R. H. Miser Dead
ed cost of living has made such
tion. This building which will
be on the site of the present one
R. H. Miser, proprietor of the a move necessary and that the
on east Grand Avenue, will be Cotter Hotel, died at his home in working hours are unsatisfacequipped with operators rest this city Monday at 12 o'clock tory. The News is impartial to
room, private offices, material and was buried in the Clovis the employes and the railroad in
store rooms, rack room, toilet, Cemetery Tuesday afternoon. this matter, but there is another
baths and in fact modern in Although a sufferer for some and far greater interest than
every respect. It will cost about time, his condition was not con these which might be concern
Since the
$5,000.00. All the old material sidered particularly serious until ed THE PUBLIC.
now in use here is to be removed just before the end came. Mr. publis might suffer, the News
and be replaced with new and Miser came to Clovis many years may nave very mucn to say on
modern equipment to cost $10,- - ago and was one of our most be this subject in the future. The
625.00. This equipment includes loved citizens.
He leaves to employes demands are as fol
100
poles,
30 cars of
foot cables mourn his loss a brother, sister, lows:
on main leads; anew switch wife and three children.
He ARTICLE 1. (a) In all Road
board to cost $8,400.00 and other was a little over GO years of age Service 100 miles or less, 8 hours
things which go to make a first and was born in Lebanon, Mo. or less will constitute a day, ex
class system. Mr. Croke 'states Rev. C. W. Lambert, of the cept in Passenger Service. Miles
that it will require about four Christian church, preached a in excess of 100 will be paid for
months to complete it and that most consoling sermon at the at the same rate per mile.
the construction work will be family home. The Magic City
(b) On runs of 100 miles or
done by the Hawthorne factory Furniture Company had charge less overtime will begin at the
near Chicago and will be under of the funeral arrangements.
expiration of 8 hours.
the supervision of the Chief
(c) On runs of over 100 miles.
engineers office in Denver but,
Mrs. Mary Lyons, proprietor overtime will begin when the
the people are to pay more for of the Antlers Hotel returned time on duty exceeds the milts
the service That's encouraging the first of the week from Ama-rill- run divided by 12
miles per
isn't it? Business phones will
where she has been visit- hour.
be raised from $2 50 to $3.00 per ing members of her family for
(d) All overtime to be com
month and residence phones several weeks. She also owns
on the minute basis and
puted
from $1.50 to $2 00.
extensive property interests in
(Continued on last page)
Under the classification by the Amarillo.
o,
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Styles in Men's Clothing have had many a change since 1846. And methods
of making clothes have been wholly revolutionized.
In this store you can see Clothcraft Clothes for Men and Young Men-m- ade
by the very same,house that fiirst conceived the idea of applying scientific manufacture to clothes building.
Today Clothcraft Clothes sum up seventy years of progress in developing that
idea. Hundreds of thousands of dollars have been saved by better training of
workers and improvements in machines and factory methods.
And that saving has gone back into the clothes in better fabrics, linings and

workmanship.
Seeing is believing

come in

to-da- y.

Mandell Glothing and Dry Goods Gompany
--

"THE STORE OF QUALITY"

i

THE CLOVIS NEWS
This question waa asked In sudden
ON GUARD AT THE CROSSING
dismay, aa Edwin, using the back of
his bunting knife, began to knock oat
the teeth from tbe Jews of on of the
skulls.
"Going to string 'em," was the re
sponse.
The three boys were now hard at
rm er
It; and. quite a knocking and hammering arose, in which Oranser bab
bled on unnoticed. '
"You are true savages, .Already
has begun the custom of wearing hu
man teeth. In another generation
you will be perforating your noses
and ears and wearing ornaments of
ewynioMr wiv
a clurb MawjfHPe. xwpicatb'
bone and shell. I know. The human
race Is doomed to sink back farther
8YNOP8I8.
none of them, Scarlet la red I know and farther Into the primitive night
2
that."
ere again It begins its bloody climb
In a Cnllfornla valley an old man, on
"Red la red. ain't It?" Hare-Liupward to civilization.
When we In
e
of Ihe frw survivors of a
plague (hat hua dcatroyed clvllliatlon, grumbled. "Then what's the good of crease and feel the lack of room, w
cocky
gettin
calling
and
It
scarlet?"
tells the atory of the Scarlet Plague to
shall proceed to kill one another,
nn grandsons.
"Red Is not the right word." was the And then I suppose, you will wear
reply. "The plague was scarlet. The human scalp locks at your waist, as
CHAPTER 1 Continued.
whole face tnd body turned scarlet In well as you, Edwin, who are the
an hour's time. Don't I knowT Didn't gentlest of my grandsons, have al
-;- "r
'W
The boys were overwhelmed with de I see enough of it? And I am telling ready begun with
that vile pigtail.
AJ?., Lukt v.w.
44
light at sight of Ihe teara of senile dis- you it was scarlet because well, be- Throw it away, Edwin,
boy; throw it
appointment that dribbled down the cause it waa scarlet. There Is no other away."
Snapshot Taken of Flagman on the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Rail
old man's cheeks. Then, unnoticed, word for It."
road.
"What a gabble the old geeser
Hoo-Horeplaced the empty shell with
"Red Is good enough for me," Hare- - makes," Hare-Liremarked, when
fresh cooked crab. Already dlsmera- Lip muttered obstinately.
"My dad the teeth all extracted, they began an
bered from the cracked legs the white calls red re1, and be ought to know. attempt
at equal division.
NEW SIGNAL SYSTEM WHEN UNES ARE PROSPEROUS
meat sent forth a small cloud of sav- He says everybody died of the Red
They
were very quick and abrupt In
ory steam. This attracted the old Death."
Means a Time of General Welfare for
tbelr actions, and their speech, in mo
man's nostrils, and he looked down in
"Your dad Is a common fellow, de ments
Practically All Sections of the
of
hot
discussion
over
tbe
al
change
MUCH
The
INTEREST
amatement
EXPERIMENT OF
f his mood scended from a common fellow," OranCommunity.
or
tne
lotment
was
choicer
teeth,
Joy
was
to one of
Immediate.
He ser retorted heatedly. "Don't I know
IN PROGRES8.
gabble.
truly
They
a
spoke
In
monosnuffled and muttered and mumbled, the beginnings of the Chauffeurs?
For years I have tried to impress
making almost I. croon of delight, as Your grandsire was a chauffeur, a syllables and short. Jerky sentences
upon my readers the fact that the
were
more
that
gibberish
a
than a
he began to out. Of this the boys took servant, and without education. He
May Reault In Complete Change of prosperity of tbe railroadu meant the
little notice, for it was an accustomed worked for other persons. Dut your language. And yet, through It ran
prosperity of the whole country, Jas
Existing Methods for the Protecspectacle. Nor did they notice bis oc- grandmother was of good stock, only hints of grammatical construction,
per writes in Leslie's. I was struck by
tion of Railroad Psssengers
casional exclamations and utterances the children did not take after her. and appeared vestiges of tbe conjuga
the extraordinary
statement made,
and Employees of Lines.
of phrases which meant nothing to Don't I remember when I first met tion of some superior culture. .Even
some time ago, by a leading railroad
them, as, for Instance, when he them, catching fish at Lake Temes- - tbe speech of Oranser was so corrupt
official to the effect that it the rail
that were It put down literally it
smacked bis lips and champed bis cal?"
Here's where the saying about the
would be almost so much nonsense to prophet who is not' without honor ex roads were prosperous they would
gums while muttering: "Mayonnaise!
What Is education?" Edwin asked. the reader. This, however, was
spend a billion dollars a year for five
when cept In bis own country will probably
Just think mayonnaise! And It's sixty
Calling
red scarlet," Hare-Liyears because of the need
continuous
he
with
boys.
talked
the
"When
bo fit in pretty well. Though you may
years since the last was ever made! sneered, then returned to
tbe attack got Into
full swing of babbling to not know it, the eyes of the railroad of replacements, repairs and exten
Two generations and never a smell of on Oranser.
"My dad told me. an' himself, the slowly
it
purged Itself Into experts of New York are fixed with in slons.
It! Why, In those days It was served he got It from his dad
afore be pure English.
The
sentence grew terest upon daily reports concerning a ly 8ee bow correct this statement real
In every restaurant with crab."
croaked, that your wife was a Santa.
is. The railroads suddenly have
When be could eat no more, the old Rosan, an' that she was sure no ac longer and were enunciated with a series of experiments which are belnf,
rhythm and ease that were reminis conducted on twenty miles of the found themselves crowded witii oust'
man sighed, wiped bis bands on his count He said she was a
.
ness. The sharp cut In expenses they
cent of the lecture platform.
naked legs, d gazed out over the sea.
track of the Cincinnati Southern rail were compelled to make while earn'
before the Red Death, though I
us
"Tell
about
Red
Death,
Williams-towthe
Oran
With the corlent of a full stomach, he don't know what a
road, between Erlanger and
r
is.
Ings were declining ha placed them
ser," Hare-Lidemanded, when tbe
waxed reminiscent.
the New York correspondent of where every penny counts and, as a
You can tell me, Edwin."
teeth affair bad been satisfactorily the Cincinnati Times-Sta- r
Upwrites.
"To think of It! I've seen this beach
But Edwin shook his head In token concluded.
result, tbelr Increased business is re
on this section of line a signal system flected In increased profits. Now what
alive wlt'j men, women and children of Ignorance.
"The
Death,"
Scarlet
cor
Edwin
may
on a pleasant Sunday.
use
Is
the
which
revolutionize
in
And there
are they doing with the first money
"It is true, she was a waitress," rected.
whole method of train control and they earn? They are putting It Into
weren't any bears to eat them up. Oranser acknowledged.
"But she was
"An'
work
don't
funny
lingo
all
that
according
of
to
claims
the
which,
the
either. And right up there on the cliff a good woman, and your
equipment
mother waa on us," Hare-Liwent on. "Talk sen
was a big restaurant where you could her daughter.
remove collisions, de
very slble, Oranser, like a Santa Rosan inventor, will
Women
were
Since tbe first of tbe new year the
get anything you wanted to eat. Tour scarce In
railments and other usual causes of
Plague. ought to talk. Other Santa
the days after
Rosani railroad disaster from the field of pos- railroads have ordered 12,300 freight
million people llvrd in San Francisco She was tbe only wire I the
cars, against only 2,600 during Janu
could And, don't talk like you."
sibility. The inventor of the system
then. And now, In the whole city and even If she was
a
as
The old man showed pleasure In Is a young man named Julian, who Is ary of 1915, and they are now nego
county there aren't forty all told. And your
father calls it. But It Is not nice being thus called upon. He cleared
tor 16,000 more cars. The
out there on the sea were ships and to talk about our
a protege of Col. J. E. Beggs of Peoria, tiating
progenitors that bis throat and began:
Pullman company has Just taken back
111., and the name of tbe Julian-Begg- s
ships always to be seen, going In for way."
"Twenty or thirty years ago my signal system has been given the 1,000 of Its former employees, laid off
the Oolden Gate or coming out. And
"Dad says thst the wife of the first story was in great demand. But
in method. Colonel Beggs, who knows because of the lack of orders. This
airships In the air dirigibles and flychauffeur waa a lady "
brings the Pullman employees up
days
nobody
these
seems
Interest
nothing of railroading and less of elecing machines. They could travel two
de- ed "
"What's a lady?"
again to more than 9,000.
trical Invention, has advanced the
hundred miles an hour. Mail contracts manded,
All over this country the railroads
"There you go!" Hare-Li-p
cried money for Its development, which, as
with the New York and San Francisco
"A lady's a chauffeur squaw," was hotly. "Cut out the funny stuff and
that are making money are spending it
stage
compassed
yet,
not
of
tbe
has
Limited demanded that for the mini- the quick reply
of Hare-Lip- .
among their million employees, and
talk sensible.
What's Interested! prehensive experiment.
mum. There was a chap, a French"Tbe first chauffeur was BUI, a You talk like a baby that don't know
man, I forget his name, who succeeded
Beggs, who was at the Mo- - these employees are spending the
Colonel
wages In the stores and the stores are
common fellow, as I said before," the how."
In making three hundred: but the thing
Alpin this week, said that the result
old man expounded;
"but blB wife
i.et mm alone," Edwin urged, "or of experiments so tar Justifies the be- ordering goods from the factories and
was too risky for conservative perwas a lady, a great lady. Before the he'll get mad and won't talk at all.
the factories are buying supplies of
sons. Dut he was on the right clue,
lief that a train dispatcher or other
Skip the funny places. Well catch official may, as the inventor clalma, sit raw products from the wool growers
and he would have managed It if It
and cotton raisers, so that everybody
on to some of what he tells us."
In his office and control the speed and
naant Deen Tor the great plague.
Is benefited when the railroads are
en"Let her go, Oranser,"
movements of all the trains in a sec- prosperous.
When I was a boy there were men who
couraged; for the old man was al- tion. The automatic and electrical
remembered the coming of the first
ready maundering about the disre- control Is so complete that the engiaeroplanes, and now 1 have lived to
spect for elders and the reversion to neer cannot disobey orders even It he SAFETY ON BRITISH LINES
gee the iaat of them, and that sixty
cruelty of all humans that fell from tries. It he attempts to run Into a
years ago."
high culture to primitive conditions.
block where another train Is standing Companies Spend Much Money for the
"Hut there weren't many crabs In
Protection of Their Psssengers
his engine will "go dead" under him
thoHe days," the old man wandered on.
CHAPTER II.
- and Employees.
and a red lamp will flash the aignal of
"They were fished out, and they were
danger in the engine cab. When it is
great delicacies. The open season was
The Beginning of the End.
With special trains running cas
safe for him to proceed a white light
only a month long, too. And now
The tale began.
will give the signal of safety and tbe ually to distant stations outside the
crabs are accessible the whole year
"There were very many people In power of the engine will be automatic- sphere of the men's acquaintance, or
around. TUI k of It catching all the
world In those days. San Fran- ally restored. If he runs too close to on to some portion of another comthe
crabs you want, any time you want. In
moving train the speed of tbe engine pany's system, It Is a custom to procisco alone held four millions "
the surf of thj Cliff house beach!"
"What Is millions?" Edwin
vide a second driver belonging to the
will be brought down, automatically,
A sudden commotion among the
to fifteen miles an hour or less, and a vicinity to act as conductor, and to
goats brought the boys to their feet.
yellow light will show, meaning "cau- take charge for the time being. This
Oranser looked at him kindly.
The dogs about the fire rusheu to Join
"I know you cannot count beyond tion." If his train approaches a bro method Is also followed until the
their snarling fellow who guarded the
ten, so I will tell you. Hold up your ken rail or an open switch the danger trainmen become capable of going
goats, while the goats themselves
two bands. On both of them you have signal will show and the train will be alone when one company obtains reg
stampeded In the direction of their
altogether ten fingers and thumbs. automatically atopped. If the engineer ular running powers over a section
human protectors. A halt dozen forms,
Very well. I now take this grain of attempts to run faster than the maxi- of line belonging to a neighboring one.
lean and gray, glided about on the
"
He mum speed permitted under tbe oper- In cases of the latter kind considersand you hold it,
sand hillocks or faced the bristling
dropped the grain of sand into the ating rules of the road the power of able expense Is Incurred, as a numdogs. Edwin arched an arrow that
lad's palm and went on: "Now that the engine will be thrown off auto- ber of men have necessarily to be
fell short. Hut Hare-Lip- ,
with a sling,
grain of sand stands for the ten maticallyand thrown on again as tutored.
such as David carried Into battle
At a depot the ordinary train workI sdd another soon as the speed Is reduced to a perfingers of Edwin.
against Golirth, hurled a stone through
grain. That's ten more fingers. And missible limit. All of these extraor ings are arranged In classes as "exthe air that whistled from the speed of
dinary results are attained, It Is press passonger," "alow passenger,"
I add another, another, and another,
Its flight. It fell squarely among the
claimed, by a complex but faultless "express goods," and so on, and tbe
I have added aa many grains
until
wolves and caused them to Blink away
has fingers and thumbs. system of electrical controls, commu drivers and their mates are apporas
Edwin
toward the dark depths of the eucalypThat makes what I call one hundred. nication with the moving train being tioned to them according to tbelr servtus forest.
Tbe men
Remember that word one hundred. gained by a very short third rail sec itude and qualifications.
boys
The
laughed and lay down
of each grade form what la termed a
tion at tbe entrance of each block.
Now I put this pebble In Hare-Lip'- s
again In the sand, while Oranser
hand.
A detailed description of the method "link," and work round In succession
It stands for ten grains of
sighed pondorously. He had eaten too
sand, of ten tens of fingers, or one of operation is being prepared tor pub on the different weekly turns of their
much, and with hands clasped on his
hundred fingers. I put this pebble In lication in tbe technical Journals, but, class.
paunch, the Angers interlaced, be reHare-Lip'- s
During their careers some of the
hand. It stands for ten meanwhile, the speed control feature
turned bis maunderlngs.
Hare-LiWith a Sling Hurled a Stone grains. Take a mussel shell, and It of the system Is In practical and con best of the men become converssnt
" 'The fleeting systems lapse like
dining cars of with considerable lengths of the line
Through the Air That Whistled stands for ten pebbles, or one hun- stant use on fifty-twfoam,' " he mumbled what was evidred grains of sand, or one thousand the Southern railway. As this road and a vast number of signals, and, on
From the Spaed of Its Flight,
dently a quotation. "That's It foam,
fingers.
contains many curves the guests In this account alone, are valuable assets
of
and fleeting. All man's toll upon the Scarlet Death she was the
And so on, laboriously', and with dining cars have been subjected to dis to their employers.
planet was Just so much foam. He Van Warden. He was president of much reiteration, he strove to build comfort, frequently, owing to an am
Drivers are enjoined to run wltb
domesticated the serviceable animals, the board of industrial magnates, and up In their minds a crude conception bitious engineer's excessive speed. Judgment and care, and are particudestroyed the hostile ones, and cleared was one of the dozen men who ruled of numbers.
As the quantities in- When one of the speed controlled larly cautioned to do so when traveltbe land of Its wild vegetation. And America. He was worth one billion, creased, he had the boys holding dif- diners Is attached to a train now the ing down steep gradients or through
then he passed, the flood of primordial eight hundred millions of dollars
ferent magnitude: !s each of their engineer cannot "pull" his train faster busy junctions, and that this is oblife rolled back again, sweeping his coins like you have there In your hands. For still higher sums, he laid than the maximum permitted by the served In an unparalleled degree the
pouch,
came
handiwork
Edwin.
And
tbe weeds and the
then
the the symbols on the log of driftwood; control device.
universally acknowledged fact that
forest Inundated his fields, tne beasts Scarlet Death, and his wife became and for symbols be wss bard put beour railways still offer the safest meof prey swept over his flocks, and now tbe wife of Bill, tbe first chauffeur. ing compelled to use the teeth from
dium of travel, U must In Justice be
Large Locomotive Order.
there are wolves on tie Cliff house He used to beat ber, too. I have seen the skull for millions, and the crab
allowed, amply testifies. London Tit
rail
Chicago
The
k
He was appalled by the It myself."
beach."
shells for billions. It was here that road is to spend f 1,500.000 for motive Bits.
,
thought "Where four million people
lying on his stomach and be stopped, for tbe boys were showpower to be delivered by September
disported themselves, the wild wolves idly digging his toes In the sand, cried ing signs of becoming tired.
Italian State Railways.
It has sent out inquiries for 25
roam today, and the savage progeny of out and Investigated, first his toe"There were four million people In freight Mlkados, 12 passenger, and
Tbe rolling stock of the Italian
our loins, with prehistoric weapons, nail, and, next, the small hole be bad San Francisco four teeth."
28 switch and transfer engines.
state railway!, at the close of tbe fisdefend themselves against tne ranged dug. Tbe other two boys Joined him,
The boys' eyes ranged along from
Mi cal year 1912, Included 4,971 steam
ten
bids
for
Omaha
The
asks
beThink
of
it!
And
deepoilers.
all
excavating
the sand rapidly with tbe teeth and from band to band, kado freight and two passenger en locomotives, 60 eloctrlc locomotives,
cause of the Scarlet Death "
their handa till there lay three skele- down through the pebbles and sand gines.
92,927
It also has Sl.ooo tons of raus 10,037 passenger
coaches,
Hare-Lip's
tons exposed. Two were adults, the grains to Edwin's fingers. And back
Tbe adjective had caught
to be delivered by April 1, for tbe freight cars, 3,371 baggage and postal
child. again they ranged along the ascendthird being that of a
and has 10,000 tons cars and 2,391 work and repair cars.
Tbe old man nudged along on the ing series in the effort to grasp such for the Omaha ordered
"He's always saying that," be said to
last fall.
la
ground
scarlet?"
peered
and
find.
"What
the
at
numbers.
Edwin.
inconceivable
Electrical Power Best
of
maples
Oranser,"
"Plague
can
tbe
victims," he announced.
That was a lot of folks,
"tThe scarlet
Extend Spanish Lines.
The ' change to electric power on
hake me lik the cry of bugles going "That's the way they died every- Edwin at last hazarded.
A great number of short railways Sweden's most northerly railroad in
where in tbe last dsys. This must
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
fcy,'" the old man quoted.
are in the course of construction in the world baa Increaaed the I ram ca"It's red." Edwin answered the have been a family, running away
These will act as feeders to pacity 40 per cent and the speed 50
A romance begins with a man try- Spain.
question. "And you don't know it be- from the contagion and perishing
per cent over steam operation.
cause yon coma from the Chauffeur here) on tbe Cliff house beach. They ing to capture a woman. It ends with the main lines
what are you doing, Edwin?"
a woman trying to recapture a nan,
iribe. They never did know nothing,
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Farm

It la no new experience for settlers
located In a fertile country such as
Western Canada, where lands may bo
bought at very reasonable prices, to
harvest a crop that in one season paya
the entire cost of their farm. Undoubtedly this was tbe experience of many
farmers during 1915, but one Instance
may be quoted. A settler who came
to Canada from tbe United States
some years ago decided to add to bis
holdings by buying an adjoining quarter section near bis home at Warner,
at (20.00 an acre, with terms spread
over a period of years. Ho got the
land Into a good state of cultivation
and Iaat spring put the whole quarter
section In wheat. When tbe crop waa
threshed he found that It only took
half tbe wheat on the farm to pay the
whole purchase price of It; In short
a single year's crop paid the cost of
the land, paid all the expenses of operation and left him a handsome surplus as profit This settler had soma
adjoining land, and his whole wheat
crop for the season amounted to
over 18,000 bushels. He is now planning to obtain some sheep and Invest
his profits In live stock which will assure him a good living Irrespective of
what tbe season may happen to be.
Canada's financial position Is ex
cellent. All speculation has been eliminated, and trading is done on a cash
basis, with restricted credit
Detailed figures of Canada's trade
for twelve months ending October 81
show how tbe war Is forcing Canadian
trade Into new channels. One of the
most extraordinary changes Is In commerce wltb the United States.
A
couple of years ago Canada Imported
from tbe United States two or three
hundred million dollars' worth of
goods more than she exported. The
balance of trade was all with the
United States. Tbe balance Is rapid
ly disappesrlng, and tbe present outlook is that by the end of this year
Canada will have exported to the
United States more than she baa Imported.
The figures for the past four yeara
are illuminating.
Tbey are as follows:
Exports.
Imports.
1912
1913
1914
1915

$145,721,650 (112.657,022
179.050.796
442,341,840
213,493,406
421,074.528
314,118.774
346.5G9.924
Four years ago, In 1912, the balance
of trade in favor of the United

States was no less than two hundred
and
millions, and this
vear, the balance is reduced to only
thirty-twmillions.
The figures are
extraordinary and reflect the changed
and new conditions in Canada. It
looks as if for tbe first time In nearly
half a century this year Canada will
sell more to tbe United States than
she will buy from tbe Americans.
Advertisement.
sixty-seve-

o

Knew the Drama, Too.
Father, in tbe hall, has been stand
ing for an hour while Mllllcotit and
Harold bid each other good night In
the doorway.
"Parting," quoth Harold, "Is such
sweet sorrow that I could say goodnight
At this speech father gets a Shake
spearean Inspiration of bis own and
tramps down the stairs.
"Seems to me," he asserted, "there
Is too much adieu about nothing
here." Philadelphia Ledger.
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KIDNEY

GREAT

REMEDY

The testimonial
I am to civa voa
aomee unsolicited.
I have Imn suffering from lumbago for ten years and at
times waa unable to aland erect. A Mr.
Dean of this city, saw me in my condition (Kent over) and inquired the eauee.
I told him that I had the lumliaco. Ha
4
Mnli.il "If un.l
.k.t f I -you need not have it." I taid I would
take anything for ease. He said. "Yon
get two bottles of Dr, Kilmer's Swamp- and take it. and if it dnea not fia
vou O. K. I will nav for the tneilirina mm
self." I did o ana am a well man. For
6re months I have been aa well aa could
be. Before I took your Swamp Roet waa
In constant pain
day and night. This
siay look like advertising, but it sterna
to me most important that the public
should be made familiar with thia treatment as it is the onlv one I know which
is an atwolute cure. I owe a great deal to
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root- ,
and am anxious that others aituated aa I waa should
know and take advantage of it. Hoping
tnat thia testimonial may be of bench t
to some one, I am.
J. A. HOWLAND,
1734 Humboldt St.
Denver. Cola
State of Colorado
t
City and County of Denver I
Personally
appeared
before
me,
Notary Public in and for the eilv and
county of the State of Colorado, J. A.
Howland, known to me aa the penoa
whose name is euberribed to the above
statement and upon his oath declares that
it is a true and correct statement.

DANIEL H. DRAPER.

Notary Public.
Prove What Swamp-KeWill Do For Ye
Bend ten eenta to Dr. Kilmer
Co.,
Binghamton. N. Y, for a sample lire botwill
tle. It
convince anvona. Yon will
also receive a booklet of valuable information, telling about the kidneys and blad-dV- r.
When writing, be sure and mention
this paper. Rmrular fifty-cen- t
and one-doll- ar
oisa bottles for sals at all drug
stores. Adv.
When there Is a famine In tbe mat
rimonial field at home a girl goes to
some other town to study music or
teach school.
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FREE FROM DANDRUFF
SjTet Contents IS FlnM Prachna
Qlrlsl Beautify Your Halrl Make It
Soft, Fluffy and Luxuriant Try
the Moist Cloth.

For Infants and Children.
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And tba Agency
Tour Territory
Get a Car Free and qualify to make $3000
to fSOOO a rear and no In the Automobile BuaV
A Foetal Man full details of this (real
fees. Anto
Offer. Write antca
before foot
tiiia-- 4-

Try as you will, after an application territory is taken. Address me like
si
you cannot find a single Baa. President,
COLLEQE.
Ism.
BUSH
MOTOR
falling hair and
grounds surrounding the base of the Washington trace of dandruff or
401 a fjHMM VIMLsMIsM
not itch, but what will North ClsrkOSPTe
WASHINGTON. The
Itreet site Ckloaee Aveaue, C hloaae. IN.
be beautified atlll further by the aettlng out there ot a your scalp will
a
most,
few
you
be
will
after
please
eignty-seconacreen of evergreens and other shrubbery, as the result ot tbe
you see new hair,
annual meeting or the wasmngion weeks' use, when
National Monument society. Also, an- fine and downy at first yes but realTH6 oti
J other history of the monument may ly new hair growing all over tbe
WILL BE O.K be published shortly, as the result of scalp.
A little Danderine immediately dou
the meeting, to meet a demand of
libraries all over the country, the edi- bles the beauty ot your hair. No differ
tions of two previous histories ot the ence how dull, faded, brittle and
scraggy, Just moisten a cloth with
monumont having been exhausted.
Olias mTwSIhw
and carefully draw it
Several interesting old stories Danderine
5Pistinztr,6ravJ&
one
small
taking
your
hair,
through
were revived in connection with- the
The effect is J HJv1i,EleclrTcLlthliv
monument as the result ot the meet- strand at a time,
ing. When the monument was being mediate and lmailiig TOQr balr will and Starter. 25 H. P.
built and the stones were being re be light, fluffy and wavy, and haVe"ant OAaicst hill ollmbari IS to 0 mllaa 6D I (alias
I0,otio nliM on oua act ot tin,
ceived from the states they were placed, as received, in a long shed near the appearance of abundance; an Incom Eax.lln. SpcedoBioirr,
en Ban aiohalr lap, lot
monument, known then as the "lapldarluffi." Tourists and aouvenlr hunters parable luster, softness and luxuri In. wbaal l'"e. StiSVi Inca uraa. weijrni
for Colorado,
ETZ
Dlntrlbiilora
poniiila,
If
ot
true Maw Uealeo, W
haunted this place, and when they were not carefully watched'they chipped ance, the beauty and shimmer
joailns and Waatara Nabraaaa.
Off pieces of tbe stones to take home.
A medical society sent a stone with balr health.
THE HEADINGTON AUTO CO.
Get a 26 cent bottle of Knowlton a
SueoMwra to Oniotado Cartoraar Co.
carved figures of personages in the medical world, and the souvenir hunters
DENVER, COLO.
chipped off the hands of some of the figures. Michigan's stone bore a coat Danderine from any store and prove 1S3S-4- 4 BROADWAY
of arms in silver. Vandals took a letter or two ot silver out of the motto of that your hair Is as pretty and soft LIVE AGENTS WANTED
as any that it has been neglected or
the coat ot arms, although these were replaced.
LOSSES SUMIY PRIYENTEI
Cunws Slxttef rills. L
There ia to this day some little uncertainty that the stone representing Injured by careless treatment that's BLACK br
priced, trash, rrlubls: prsftrrsd at
Texas Is actually the atone sent by that state. Old records (dated 1850) 111. Adv.
WMUra
locam.n boostus rkav srs- sthsr vsmIsis fall.
wftsrs
tMt
show a resolution of thanks to Texas officials for a atone, so it Is certain that
ay
Virtu (or booklat and UollaMalala.
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Process
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Biaeaiaa run ai.se
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mi.
a stone was sent, but the stone in the monument is badly defaced and
PIHa 4.S
It Is announced that a Danish com JMaaSV tlas anr Inlkta.actor,Slaatlsf
sut CtiUafs aaaL
deteriorated, and it is intended to urge Texaa to replace it. It is defaced so
of
producta
Is eus Is ever IS
CuUar
superiority
The
Copenyears of iparnUttnf In vsaaiaaa and earuas ssly.
badly that the carvings cannot be Identified as the carvings or the Texas pany, with neaaquarters at
Tf unnbtsiaahla, ordsr rilrret
laslst ss Cuttar'a.
hagen, is utilizing a new process for
stone.
IMS CUTTSS LASORATORYTBarkslsr, Oaillarsle,
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topmost point. This is about 12 by S inches, and, years, ago, when it waa a decided Improvement over previous
rebrought to Washington, It was a great curiosity, as it was said to be the methods. Recent demonstrations
herring In a
first piece of aluminum of any aise ever made. It coat the government $300. sulted In the freezing of
half hour which, under the system
employed, took several
previously
Rice hours.
of
COS). ElaSHTICNTH
on

Statue

Creased Trousers

Senator

Estimate.
HENRY MOWER RICE died long since, but he was a great
the first Canadian con SENATOR in his day so great that the people of Minnesota have erected
tingent, writing home, says: "I guess a marble statue to his memory In that chamber of horrors known as statuary
the first seven years of this war are ball, where tbe capltol guards orate
coins to be tbe worst. Canadian on the various little odds and ends ot
American.
Interest to be found in that dismal
tomb. Speaker Clark always smiles
Throw Off Cold and Pitveat Crip,
when anyone mentions the "art" In
fftma roa mi a soia aoalns on, take
H rsnjoras mum of Statuary hall, and it the fine arts comHHOMO UulNlNSl
na oria. Mir One bbomo guuiuua
S. W UUUVM ailfuuiraoa box. Ma.
mission, which has been on the Hps of
congress lately because of the central
A Prediction.
power plant, the Grant memorial, the
Kntcker Who will be the presides Lincoln memorial and other great
tlal candidates?
thlnga. could spend an afternoon in
Booker "Very" and "1."
that ball tbe members would probably
want to take quinine to rid themselvea
Smile on wash day. That's when yon use of the horrendous chills superinduced by gailng on the "art" therein.
Red CroM Bag Dlua. Clothes whiter than
The latest addition is the Senator Rice statue, a fine, upstanding effigy
now. All grocer. Adv.
fashioned by Frederick E. Trlebel, whose studio Is at College Point, N. Y.
He la one of the very few American members of the Royal Academy of
ExDlalnad.
block to life as well as
Mariner shot the alba- Home. He probably knows how to bring a marble
The Soldier

Synthetio Eggs.
An Austrian scientist of Oras Is
said to bare been making synthetic
eggs. He bas beau able to extract tbe
albumen contained In the blood ot
bullocks, sheep, pigs, and other animals slaughtered for human consumption, and to present it In such a form
that it has no trace ot Its origin,
either In taste or smell. As prepared
by his system, It is a coarse, yellow
powder to wblch he bas given the
name of haematalb. His process has
already been applied In a number ot
German and Austrian abattoirs, and
haematalb la in use in many hospitals
of tho central empires as a substitute
for eggs. It dissolves In water, and
can also be used In Jhe preparation of
pastry and other dishes.

A member of

gpff

LaXA-fIV-

Tbe Ancient
Men can't understand why women trnaa.
"1 mistook It for a neutral canary,"
worry ever trifles and women can't unhe explained.
derstand why men do not

tbe Greek who carved Galatea In yielding stone.
However, he aeemed to have failed to live up to the realistic when It
came to creasing Senator Rice's trousers. The latest criticism comes from
MaJ. James A. Abbott of Providence, R. I, a special employee of the United
ntatna aenata. who waa razlnc UDon the marble trousers a few days ago.
"The artist has given the senator creased trousers," said Major Abbott,
"when, in fact, in the days that the senator lived, no one waa ever seen In
creases. If you bad been found with your trousers creased like that, the
of
natural supposition would have been that you bad Just picked up a pair
shoo (which was a disgrace in those days)
h.nrl.miMlani In a readv-madand that you had not had time to Iron out the creases made by piling the
breeches one on top of tbe other on the shelf.
e

National

Museum

been called to the opportunities open to the style
ATTENTION has recently
. .. .
..
- wu...
li,tla.lnnwn nnnnlaa.
,.(...
creator lying witnin me ana ui
natives of parts of Java who dress in
UDUVilSltt,T i. hia amiiirabla to the
homemade costumes of gayly printed
cotton. Their method or ayeing or
printing, and their designs and color
schemes are both unique, and may
well be imitated and applied to better
goods for general trade rather than
IF
the small distribution tbey receive at
AV
present.
CXSa
LI
The National museum nas jusi
a consignment of these native
garments obtained directly from the
Netherlands Eaet Indies commission
at tbe close of the Fanama-Fas- !
International exposition at San Francisco. The exhibit Includes several
different types of Javanese dress decorated by what Is known as batik-worThe Javanese batik process is very crude, and yet is possibly the origin
of the advanced method of resist printing followed today in various civilized
countries. It Is closely allied to the stencil method both in. principle end
effect. The handmade Javanese batiks are produced from common cotton
sheeting, tbe only cloth procurable in their country.
Four main colors are used in this work: Indigo, red, a tannin brown, and
a rather atrong yellow. They are sometimes allowed to overlap, which results In the additional color effects of black, green, and orange. " All the dyes
are of home manufacture, made from native Ingredients. Tbe manufacture
of tbe dyes takes considerable time also, and when it la considered that from
one to three weeka is required to complete tbe application of each color ot
the three to be employed, and that each step of tbe process has to be repeated on the other side. It is seen what a long, tedious, and expensive
process this native method Is.
It is reported that a more advanced method haa been tried successfully
in Holland, where a similar system of coloring has been applied to plushes,
silks, and velvets. Strangely enough, the natives of Java seem unable to
Improve their methods even with European advice and assistance, and are
unable to work more accurately or rapidly, and cannot be made to give any
attention to symmetry or care.
m

f
Efficiency built the Panama Canal, after inefficiency failed.
The efficiency of the Panama Canal doubled the effectiveness of the U. S. Navy, without adding a ship to it. It
took over 8,000 miles out of the trip from New York to
San Francisco and changed the highway between London
and Australia from Suez to Panama.
Efficiency insures against lost motion it produces the utmost service out of equipment and yields the finest product, at
the least cost

Certain-tee- d
Roofing
15

an efficiency product

Every advantage that men, money and machinery can offer is used
to increase the production, maintain the quality and lower the cost.
Each of the General's enormous mills is advantageously located
to serve the ends of efficient manufacture and quick distribution.
machinery. Raw
Each is equipped with the most
materials are purchased in enormous quantities and far ahead of
the needs of manufacturing, thus guarding against increased
cost due to idle machinery. This also insures favorable buying,
and the pick of the market.
Expert chemists at each mill are employed to select and blend the
is made under
asphalts, and every roll of CERTAIN-TEE- D
'
their watchful card.
process so destructive
CERTAIN-TEE- D
resists the drying-oto ordinary roofing, because the felt is thoroughly saturated with s
blend of soft asphalts, prepared under the formula of the General's
board of expert chemists. It is then coated with a blend of harder
This makes a
asphalts, which keep! the inner saturation soft.
roofing more pliable, and more impervious to the elements thin
the harder, drier kind.
shingles.
is made in rollst also in
CERTAIN-TEE- D
There is a type of CERTAIN-TEE- D
for every kind of building,
with flat or pitched roofs, from the
largest
to the smallest
residence or
is guarantee! for
CERTAIN-TEE- D
5. 10 or IS years, according to ply
(1. 2 or 3). Experience proves that
it lasts longer.
ut
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General Reefing Manufacturing Company

World 't Lmrfrt Manufactory of Roofing
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White House

No

Place to Keep a Live Eagle
d

state.

Roara

la Cold,
Vmo Maria
after
Cutting Wlnda and Dual. It Rftntorca.
Refreshes and Promotes Eye Health.
Good for all Eyea that Need Care.
Murine Bra Remedy Co.. Chicago,
Sanda Ere Book on request.
Tree Bears.
Annies Dlucked from the oldest ap- ale tree on the Pacific coast. In Van
couver barracks, have been aent to
tbe department ot agriculture by A.
InspecA. Quarnberg,
tor of that district This famous tree
Is almost ninety years old and pro
duced a fair crop of apples last year.
Ninety-Year-Ol-

d

Te keep clean and healthy take Dr.
They regulate
Pierce's Pleasant Pellets.
liver, bowels and stomach. Adv.
Neutrality.
"We are maintaining a strict

trality."
"Hardly!
We are praying that the
right side may win and ure quite convinced as to wblch Is the right side."

OURTIS

TS.

cured by a scientific course of medicatioa.
The only place in Colorado where the
Genuine Keeler Remedies are administered.

Make the Liver
Do its Duty

Nine times in ten when the liver Is
right the stomach and Doweia are ngnt
CARTER 5 LlITLx
LIVER PILLS
gently but fi rmiy com
pel a lazy uver to
,t.cxirK.ii
do its duty.

i

slipatioa,
digestion,
Sick

neu-

ANO

DENVER. COLO.
Liquor find Drug Addictions

M..rt.rl,o
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W

"as

and Distress After bating.
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICX.

Genuine

Signature

must bear

Red Crone RK Blue, muoh better, goes
farther than liquid blue. Got from sny

am at aasajaaeaasam Watsaa .rMmaa,Weaa
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can't
Girls will be girls If
W. N. U., DErWER, NO.
married women.

grocer.
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of American patriotism, but it
White House may he the fountain-heaTHE no
place for a real live American eagle. Prealdent Wilson discovered
this the other day, and for that reason the eagle la now preening Its feathers
In the aviary ot the National Zoological park.
A mammoth crate, containing a
eagle from Colorado,
live
reached the White House carrying
with blm tne aense ot the state of
Colorado In behalf of preparedness.
the
The president appreciated
gift very highly. Nor did be express
surprise. He looked over Mr. Eagle,
lanand remarked In presidential
guage that it was "some bird."
But when it came to bousing tne
fair th troubles ot tbe White House staff began. But when the matter waa
presented In desperation to the president he decided that tbe eagle would be
better off at the soo.
Tbe eagle was sent to tbe president by Judge George F. Patrick of Ouray,
Colo., who described It as tbe most magnificent eagle, ever captured in that
bald-heade- d
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Now in Good Health Through Use
of Lydia & Pfokham's Vegetable
Compound. Say it is Household
Necessity.

Doctor Called it a

Miracle.
All women ought to know the wonderful effects of
taking Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound even on
those who seem hopelessly ill. Here are three actual cases:
Ilarrisburtr. Penn. "When I Tras single I But- -

iri

fared a crreat deal from female weakness because)
my work compelled me to stand all day. I took
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound for that
and was made stronger by its use. After I was
married I took the Compound again for a female
trouble and after three months I passed, what the
doctor called s growth. He said it was a miracle
that it came away as one generally goes under
the knife to have them removed. I never want to
be without your Compound in the house."
Mrs.

Fbakk Knobl,

1043

Fulton St, llarriaburg, Penn.

Hardly Able to Move

Albert Lea, Minn.'1 For about a year I bad sharp pains across
my back and hips and was hardly able to move around the house.
Mr head would ache and I was dizzy and had no appetite. After
taking Lydia E. llukham's Vegetable Compound and Liver Pills. I
am feeling stronger than for years. I have a little boy eight months
old and am doing my work all alone. I would not be without your
remedies in the house .as there are none like them." Mrs, F. .
Yost, 611 Water St, Albert Lea, Minn.

Three Doctors Gave Her Up.
PUtabunr. Penn. "Tour medicine has helped
me wonderfully. When I was a girl 18 years old I
was always sickly and delicate and suffered from
Irregularities. Three doctors gave me up and said
I would go into consumption. I took Lydia E.
Iinkham 8 Vegetable Compound and with the third
bottle began to feel bettor. I soon became regular
ana I got strong ana snortly after I was married.
,:,
Now I have two nice stout healthy children and am Ik'
i
able to work hard every day." Mrn. Clementina
DusRBDra,3 Gardner 8t,Troy lTlll,littsburg,leun.
All women svr Invited to write to the Lydia E. Pick nam Mrll-Ci- ne
Co Lynns Mass., tor special advice, it wlU be oontidentiuL

rAiiil
;
F"
.

The Clovis News

ANNOUNCEMENTS.

For Tax Assessor

ANNOUNCEMENTS.

The News is authorized to Roosevelt County Candidates
announce
the name of R. B.
For Senator
(Uncle Dick) Alderson for AsHie News Printing Company
We are authorized to announce sessor of Curry County, subject Superintendent of Schools.
Publishers.
the nama of L. C. Mersfelder as to the action of the Democratic
I hereby announce as""a canJ II. Shepard, Political Editor. a candidate for the State Senate, Primaries.
of
didate for Superintendent
from Curry county,, subject to
County,
Schools
Roosevelt
of
entered at the post office at the action of the Democratic
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO
vis, N. M. as second class oartv.
Superintendent of Schools subject to the action of the
Democratic primaries.
ter under the act of March
The News is authorized to an
Miss Sallie G. Bryant
1879.
my candidacy for the
nounce
For Treasurer
Sheriff.
office of County Superintendent
We are aurthorized to annouce
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
are
You
of Schools, subject to the action
authorized to an
s
i nn the name of R. E. Brown as a of the Democratic
(
my
nounce
eandidacy for the
'
primaries,
"
S.
for the office of Treas
60c candidate
office of Sheriff of Roosevelt
Biz Months
June 7, 1916.
county,
subject
Curry
to
urer of
County subject to the action of
J. M. Bickley.
the wishes of the Democratic
the Democratic primaries.
party.
Democratic in Politics
Ed B. Hawkins.
It is said that the friends of
Rev, J. H. Messer are going to
Commissioner.
The News is authorized to urge
him to make the race for
New Road Opened
You
are hereby authorized to
announce the candidacy of J.
senator.
state
my candidacy for
announce
Simpson Morgan for the office
Clovis, April 3rd 1916.
effice
County Commis
of
the
County
Curry
At a meeting of the County of Treasurer of
of
Notice
County for
sioner
Roosevelt
of
Suit
subject
wishes
the
of
the
to
Board
following
mem
Road
the
Mrs. Mary E. Townsend. R. precinct No. 1, subject to the
bers were present, Dr. J. D Democratic party.
M. Holt, Marshall Owen and action of the Democratic pri
Lynch and Fred W. James.
Bruce Price, defendants in the maries.
A petition having been filed
For County Clerk.
Dr, John S. Pierce.
with the County Clerk of Curry
We are authorized to announce suit hereinafter mentioned, are
County, Feb. 11 1914 asking for the name of W. C. Zerwer as a hereby notified:
Representative.
That a suit has been commencthe opening of a road from Clo candidate for County Clerk, sub
are
authorised to an-- n
iou
to Quay County ject
unce my candidacy for the
to the action of the demo ed in the District Qourt of Curry
County, New Mexico, wherein office
Line signed by A. A. Watson, cratic party.
of Representative of
H. J. Babler is the plaintiff and Roosevelt County, subject to
J. G. Griffith and forty three
Elias High. Mary High, Kid
other interested persons along
We are authorized to an Speakman, Mrs. Mary E. Towa- - the action of the Democratic
aid road and upon Aug. 4, 1915
primaries.
following Road Viewers nounce the candidacy of A. L send, R. M. Holt, Marshal Owen,
Coe Howard.
were appointed by the Board of Await for County Clerk, sub Bruce Price, T. W. Bush. The
OFFICERS
County Commissioners consist- ject to the action of the Demo FirBt National Bank of Clovis,
County Clerk
For
ing of A. M. Works, Clovis, A. cratic primaries.
New Mexico, a Corporation, and
A. W. SKARDA, Cashier.
I hereby announce my candi
S. J. BOYKIN. President
A. Watson, Hollene and A. A.
S. C, Sears, are defendents, said dacy
for the office of County
L. B. GREGG, A. Cashier.
C. A. SCHEURICH. V. Pres.
Clark, Bell view all in Curry Co.,
cause being numbered 913 on Clerk of Roosevelt County,
For Sheriff.
sub
New Mexico.
The Viewers The News is authorized to an the Civil Docket of the said ject t o the action of the Demomade their report after posting
court. And that the general ob cratic primaries.
D. Dean
notices according to law, view nounce the name of S.
jects of the said suit as well as
Some of the workers for the
Seth Morrison.
out said road and filed their re- as a candidate ior anenn oi the general objects of the answer
ticket in the 2nd ana
Citizens
port October 4, 1915 with the Curry county, subject to the and cross complaint of the de3rd
ward
reminded us of a man
W.
Dann
Grady,
Johnson,
of
party.
Board of County Commissioners action of the democratic
fendant,
The First National was in the city on
business the running a foot raoe all by himwhere upon the said Board of
Bank of Clovis, are to foreclose
latter part of last week. Mr. self. It was amusing.
County Commissioners did acWe are authorized to announce mortgages on certain property
For good, sanitary plumbJohnson reports that the wheat
cept said report and ordered said he name of D. L. Moyo as a described in the complaint and
ing that will stand the test,
crop in that vicinity is in splen
phon-40to the the said answer and
road to be opened and the Sheriff eondidate for
did condition.
county
Curry
jflice
of Sheriff of
of Curry County to post notices
given to secure certain in
DENTIST
according tj luw. The Sheriff subject to the wishes of the debtedness of the defendants
did therefore put notices, three Democratic party,
Office Opposite P. O.
Clias High and Mary High, and
Let us figure on your work
' Phone!8t).
notices along said road ordering
for judgment against each of the
all obstructions removed on the
CLOVIS.
NEW HEX.
I hereby announce myself as a said defendants Elias High and
t
M. M. Crate ond wife
Mary
16th day of November 1915.
High
quiet
and
to
tho
title
ani
of
candidate for the nomination
S. C. Hunter, of Texieo,
Mrs.
Board
County
Commisof
property
The
all
in
described
to
the
your
We
want
farm
the
for
party
the democratic
were in the city for a short
sioners on the 1st day of Febru office of Sheriff of Curry county, the said complaint and to haVe
loans. Can handle
time Tuesday.
ary 1!UG ordered the County subject to the action of the demo barred and forever foreclosed
them on short noLAWYER
Ko;id Board to open said Road
tice.
cratic party at the coming pri- all the right, title and interest
Will practice in all the
and the Chairman of the County maries.
of each and all the said defenNotice f'r Publication.
Respectfully,
See us at once!
Roud Bu&rd together with the
any
and all the
dants in and to
Nnn enni laod
N. MEx.
Clovis.
Fred Fuhsholtz.
Ih'tmrtrincnt nf
Interior. II. P, land ofllre nl
Sheriff, Surveyor and Chairman
property described in the stiid
N
Kort
Sumner.
Mnrrh. 11th.
The
of Hoard of Couuty Commission-ercomplaint and
Notiro ta
given ihit
W.
Commissioner
For
Co.
Mortgage
Union
D.
D.
of
New
Hiirir.
i
in
who on
did on April 1st srve perYou and each of you are fur
Ailrut, Ulh
I. ina.le
Knlry
sonal verbal notices upon each
of the firm of Dra. I'renley A 8w.rlniln
We are authorized to announce ther notified that unless you ap- J4 Jl Jl Jt Jl Jt
No. (f77i fr t!W
J. jMj
9. ami on June (1th.
of
I'.'l'i ma'ln i,ili!itii,niil
Knlry No..
person having fences or other the name of B. L. Hawk, ot pear, plead or answer in said
for SK
s, town.hlp
N. li 07 E.
in said road, or left Grady, N. M. as candidate for cause on or before the utn flay BEST TONSORIAL WORK will be in Clovis on 15th, lGth. N. M. P. M. hit file.! notim of
make
17th
of
each
month trealinK tlnul tln". veiir proof to
claim to the
notices at the Residence of said Commissioner of Curry County of May, A. D., 191G, judgment by
AT TH- Eliiml
nl.ove
William J. Curren.
diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose U. H. (''imtmnftioiier,
persons. Therefore all persona subject to the wishes of the default will be taken against you
at hianllVu in Clovia, N. M..
and
Throat
and
on
tho
Fitting
tith
Glasses
of
My,
run.
living along said road take notice Democratic party.
tnd each of you in the said suit.
Claimant num.' a.t witneHMw;
that if the fences or other obPlaintiff's attorney is Wm. A,
JoMi.h A. Smith. Nathan I.. Tlmrp, Frnnk
Crane & Williams, Props.
Avery ami Tip Ifhatn. all of Te.xlco, N. M.
We are authorized to announce Gillenwater, whose business and
structions are not removed from
at
21
across said road by 12th day ol the name of Gus M. Bryan as a postoffice address is Clovis, New Oldest established shop in the
A. J. Fvan.,
always
city
Baths
ready.
Physician
Surgeon
and
of
191G
April
the Sheriff of Curry candidate for Commissioner
Mexico.
County is hereby erdered to re- Curry county, subject to the
Office in Jackson Bldg.
Notice For Publication.
Witness my hand and the seal
Hon coal land,
move such fences or other ob- wishes of the Democratic party. of the said Court this 23rd day
Opposite Postoffice
Department of Ihe Interior. I). S. Land Office
structions at the cost of the
of March, 1916.
Office Phone 231
Residence 269 at FortSumnol. N. M., March, 11th. 191.
persons owning or having charge
We are authorized to announce seal
Notice la hereby given that Frank O. Avery
W. C. Zerwer,
nfTeiieo, N.
Route No. t, who, on Sept.
of land upon which fences or the name of Dr. J. D. Lynch for
Clerk.
M. V. White, Prop.
7th, 1BI2. made Homntead Entry. No. 011021.
of
Commissioner
office
other obstructions are.
of
14.
the
for 8W 1.4, Section S, and SK
Mar.
Hectlon 6.
All that the name signifies
Townahlp 4 N. Range 87 K. N M. P. hea died
It is further ordered that this Curry Cnunty, subject to the
notice
of intention to mike Final
Sanitary in every respect.
LAWYER
notice be published in both pa- action of the Democratic PriProof, to eatihll.il claim to the land abovu deNotice
of
Suit
Join
our
Baths.
of
list
scribed,
W. J. Curren. U. S. Commlaa
pers in Clovis, N. M. tor one maries.
Clovis,
New Mexico er in hia before
Office at t'lovia, N. M.. on the Hh day
customers.
D.
Taylor,
To
N.
defen
the
issue.
of April, Pllfl
It
The News is authorized to an- dant in the suit hereinafter
Claimant name, aa witneHiea:
Fred W. James, Chairman.
DR.
R. GIBSON
H.
Tip I. ham. William (I. McBrayer.
Willla
Notice For Publication
J. 1). Lynch, Sec and Treas. nounce the name of J. W. Man- mentioned, is hereby notified:
Kodgera and tieorge H. Hahn. all of Texico
ning, of Hellene, for the office
M.
N.
That suit has been commenced
07515
21.
A J. Evan.t Register.
Department of the Interior, tl. fl. Land Office
of Commissioner of Curry county in the District uourt or uurry
t'.HO.
M.
March,
27.
N.
Sumn
Works Sells Farm
at Fort
subject the action of the Demo- County, New Mexico, wherein Notico hereby given thnt Mary E. Wntaon, Treats all diseases both acute
nnd chronic. Special
Notice for Publication.
A. M. Works, who has resided
of
Lora K. Taylor is plaintiff and Ilnv.mcr, N. M.. who, nn Januniy 1910. itu1j Kiven to diseases of attention
cratic party.
women.
07MS for
t
entry
no.
flomcitmd
serial
on his farm eight miles northTaylor
is defendant, said
N. D.
quarter, rcctkm 17 township north, range
Department of the Interior. V. S. Land Office
PATIENTS EXAMINED FREE
east of Clovia since 1908, sold
at
N. M.. Mm ill lltlh, j?.
cause being numbered 'JbO on 84 E, New Mexico P meridian has filed
For Representative
Notice 1. hemfy given thut Thoinaa J. lliliia. of
tice of intention to make final five yrat Office 103
out last week to a party from
Main
North
Street
Civil
Docket
of
said
court.
the
proof to entAblixh claim to the land above
Hollene. N.
who, on March lllh. IMZmada
The News is hereby authorized
Vernon. Texas, and lft Monday
Off ice Phone 383. Rf
Enlarged llome.teail Kntry. No. lllfiian for N.
before W. J. Curren, U, S.
of And that the general objects of
candidacy
the
announce
to
M.
on
Section 19, Townahlp 0 N Knnge 30 K.. N. M. P.
at hi. office In Clovis. N.
with his family for that place,
Clovis,
New Mexico Meridian, hna
office of said suit are to obtain a decree the 9nth iluy of May. 1916.
Hint notice of inionllon to make
where he will reside in the Milton Reece for the
Final three Your Proof. toeataMlah claim to tho
an
wlttioMoa:
custody
Claimant
name
of
to of divorce and the
subject
Representative,
State
lanjl
I..
TiilVr,
Growdon
alnve
Fred
Frank
Hindi.
doarrllinl,
Mr.
!.
before W. J. Curren, U. 8.
Works came to
future.
the minor child, and for the costs anil Clyde Wci'.!.'
Comntla.loner, In hl ottlce at Clovia. N. M., on
N. M.
.f Havener.
L.
M.
Clovia in its infancy and engag- the action of the Democratic of this action.
Ihe 10h day of April, Iftie.
J. t'vnna, Iteg inter.
Cluimant namea aa wltneaaea:
Apr.
ed in the real estate business. Party of Curry County.
You are further notified that
Veterinary Surgeon
AlooaoA. Wataon. Oillie, Duncan. Alvln B.
Later when the Santa Fe land
you
Berkley
appear, plead or
unless
and Andrew i. Hlllia. all ol Hollene.
1G.
M
N'f
Phone
Clovis, N.M,
M.
14.
II
For Tax Assessor
VfGisvt ivi viinjr, fie
answer in said cause oi or be
R. P. DONOHOO. Keciater.
'oul
claim and has rosidtd there ever
May,
day
the
5th
A.
fore
D.,
of
anIt.
Drpartmen
U.
8.
Land
to
or.
Office
f
The News is authorized
'M
at i n in
.M.t-Wf
March Mlh 1916
- vi,;.-.Fort Huiuni
Notice for Publication.
nounce the name of Ambrose 1916, judgement by default will at Notice
U he
O.
William
Hahn.
hi
1910nd 1911, it was a hard Ivy as a candidate for
Department ef the Interior. U 8 land office at
be taken against you in said suit, of Texlco. N. M., ,v! n fl
t7th lot J. made
job." laid Mr. Works in sDeak- - to the office
Pt 8aainer. N. M.. March. Hlh. 191.
Homeetrad Entry. No.
for North
Physician & Surgeon
of.Tax Assessor of Plaintiff's attorney is Wm. A. quarter
Nottee ta hereby riven that Klliabeth Caaaldy
ami on Aoguat It, 1013 made
Section
ing.- - to the News man Monday,
Gillenwater,
whose
business
and Addtlona! Homeetoad entry No. OlOJCa for the
Curry county, subject to th
"ew of Hkhaei Weia. deeeaaad. ef Havener
down
N.
hold
M. wboanOeteber II. IMS. raaxe Homeetaad
that
claim and action of the Democratic party. postoffice address is Clovis, New aortheaet quarter. Section 8. Townahlp 4 nerth.
Office Opposite Postoffice
'to
ntry. Ma. 17144 for SW
Sea. It, T, 4 M. a.
Ranee ST eaat, N. hf. P. Meridian, ha. Sled notice
at tirnei I did not have money
Mexico.
N. U. P. M haa filed aotteo of In tenth
of Intention te aaoke final throe year Proof, to
as
enough to buy a sack of floir,
Baal
inaka
five
described,
above
claim
berear
the
to
eetabllea
bum
ta
areaf.
my
eetahltea eataa t
Witness
hand and the seal
E.
tba land aaeve deeerihed before W. J. Carran.
W. I. Curren. United Statea CommHaicner,
hat I stuck to it and all went The News is authorized to of the said Court this 23rd day atforeCloeia.
United Statea Ceaaaa tea loser ta kat afftee a
New Mexico, on tho Ktk day of
end."
Mr. Works announce the candidacy of W. of March, 1918.
Ctoria, NewMaxlea aa the tUi day af atay
well in the
DENTIST
Mar ItM.
in.
Ckamewt aeeaee aa w If man
Clalanant aamci aa wllaal:
will endeavor to interest pros- - W. Mitchell for Assessor of sbal
W .C. Zerwer,
Over
National
First
Hathtaa B. Weta. J aha M. Yaraer. Jaaaaaaat
Bank.
Blbert W. Ream, Frank O. Avety. Tip
neetlva immlfixants in the Ver. Curry County, subject te the
W. Ilorn, ef Havener, N.
laham and John at. Ruaaell. all ef Teaieo, N. M.
and Joe Hlrrara.
Clerk.
Phone 95.
of Ctola, N .M,
Apr.
Mar,
It
Ik
jwn country in this section.
wishes of the Democratic party. Mar. 24 Apr. 14.
Clovis,
New Mexico.
A. J. Krar.a. Ractotar
A. I. ITAMS, oe altar.

The
First National Bank

Depository for U. Postal Savings
State of New Mexico and
County of Curry.

The Leading Financial Institution
in the Upbuilding of Clovis
and Curry County.

.It.
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Villa Eludes Persuers

At JACKMAN'S

Despite the strenuous efforts
being made by the United States
troops in Mexico to capture
Pancho Villa, he has as yet successfully eluded his persuers.
Reports still continue to come
that he has been wounded and
that he has a broken leg and is
hiding in the mountains. After
a 55 mile ride which was made
in seventeen hours by Col. Dodds
cavalrymen, the first American
blood was spilled in Mexico during the present trouble, when
four troopers were wounded in
the fight at Guerrero, when sixty
Mexicans were killed. A later;
report that the 10th cavalry had
encountered a hand of Villaistas
who has escaped from the Guer-- j
rero fight and had killed 30 to 40
was given credence in Military
circles. Ju3t where Villa is at
this time is unknown though
many reports from Mexican
quarters locate him as sixty
miles ahead of his pursuers.

Men's Apparel
for Now Wear !

ft1")

Mens Suits, uptodate in workmanship, materials and styles,
worsteds and serges, browns,
blues and mixtures, clothes
that look well and wear well,
and priced on a cash basis.
Trices: $9.95, $12.45, $14.95.
Men's Pants, in large assortment of patterns, light and
dark patterns of worsteds,
serges and cashmeres, quite a
few styles in the famous
"Washington
Mills Pants"
Moderately priced. $2.50 to
$4.50. See them before buying is all we ask.

Nobby New Spring Hats for Men. that have the snap
that's wanted in the novelty styles, snap brims, troopers
and bound edge styles are to be found in our complete
new and nobby hat stock, then too we have the staples in
both black and white, including Stetson's make. Red
Cross Hats in both fancy and staples priced at
$2.50

OF

We have opened this bank believing
there was a field for it in this vicinity,
and we are now ready to serve you in a
banking way.
We would like to have the opportunity of handling your live stock and real
estate transactions, and possibly we could
assist you in deals of this kind.

Chamber of Commeice
Smoker

The Chamber of Commerce
meeting tonight will be held in
the Elks' Lodge Hall at which
Our Ideal Hats, in both novelties and staples, at
$3.50
time an election of officers and a
reorganization will be held. It
JONES famous waterproof railroad crusher is here in our
stock for the man who wants the best in crushers, black
is not probable that the prohionly, at
bition question will be discussed
$3.00
though it has been injected into
Keep your eye on this store for new things and new prices
every other public matter lately.
The committee appointed to e
ways and means of entertaining the bankers who meet
in convention here June ft, will
report.
It is understood that
Shipley Brothers have made the
"The Store That Saves You Money"
oiler to serve a big barbecue out
at their ranch to all the visitors
upon this occasion and it is believed that this offer will be acO. O. F. Anniversary
cepted. Come out tonight to
Celebration the
' VI :.
meeting and
The Odd Fello.vs of Curry and smoker.
Roosevelt Counties are counting on a big time the 2(!th of
New Road West
this month when they will meet
road builder, Jones, and
State
ai Clovis to celebrate the !)7lh
ontfU
his
of men and teams in
anniversary of their order.
There are eight lodges in the pitchfd camp this side of Metwo counties located at Texico, lrose the first of the week and
Clovis. Portales, Elida, Minco, are now busy grading a road
Taiban, Melrose and Grady and from Clovis to Fort Sumner. It
have in all about 500 members, a is the object". to make this road a
large majority have signified state highway via Abo pass to
their intention of being present. Albuquerque where it will conThe celebration will be held in nect with the National highway.
Eugene V. Dkbs
the afternoon and evening and
Will Duckworth, of the South
Rooms are being engaged a will consist of music and speak- western Drug store, returned
the local hotels by folks living a ing by prominent Odd Fellows, Monday from Amarillo. where he
distance of over one hundred Past Grand Master, C. C. Hill, purchased a fine new "Chandler
miles from Clovis, who expect of Roswell, being the principal Six." Its a dandy and "Duck"
to hear F.ugene V. Debs lecture speaker of the day. A complete is very proud of it.
here Friday April 14th, at the program will appear in next
For Sale
new Air Dome Theatre.
week's issue. A number of the
Mr. Debs, thrice the candidate local merchants will
acre
Five
tract. Has
decorate
lor President on the Socialist iheir stores for the occasion and house. 2 miles from my store.
ticket, is one among the most several are planning on putting Terms. -- A. J. Rodes.
42tf.
noted diameters in the world to on special sales for the 2(th.
W. W. Met calf, of Hollene,
day, and is said to be the best
was in the city on business matfriend the laboring man ever
ters Wednesday, He says that
had. Don't fail to hear him, Use Booze Insted of
interest in politics is in evidence
Clovis is positively the only stop
Water to Flush Sewer in that locality.
in the state for him.
Hereford. Tex., April
J. G. Griffith, one of the proswas turned in the Here perous farmers in the Hollene
Mail Order Catalogues
ford fewer last night for the
Right at this season of the first time in history. Two Mex- section, was in the city Tuesday.
year is when "Swears and
Hoes, Rakes ani garden tools
icans came in on the morning
and other mail order con- train yesterday from Texico
Barry Hardware Co.
with
cerns are flooding the country 20 full quarts of whiskey in
W. II. Duckworth, proprietor
with their catalogues. Only a thtir big suit cases. The officers of the Southwestern Drug Store
couple of weeks ago a shipment intercepted
them and marched went to Amarillo on business
of over 1 100 pounds of catalogues them up to jail on arri val of the matters Sunday.
e
was received in the local
train. Over 500 Mexicans are at
T. B. Stout, father of J. T.
from one of the Chicago work here on
the Santa Fe track
Stout of Hollene, was a visitor
mail order houses. The News and, pay day being
at hand, the in the city Wednesday
would advise the merchants of supply was brought
and
in for other
Thursday. Mr. Stout's name is
Clovis to watch these mail order than medicinal purposes.
applicable to his appearance.
friends and the very next time
The whole consignment was
that one comes around for a con- dumped in sewer and the men
Lawn Hose and Sprinklers.
tribution for a new school house given to understand
Barry Hardware Co.
that any
or church house or to build a further attempts to bring in liq
H. T. Arnspiger was in from
bridge or grade a lew road or uor would meet with a like fate.
his
farm northwest of town Monfor other public improvement,
purchasing seeds of the Cloday,
to send him to the catalogue
Creamery.
vis
A thirty inch snow fell at
house for favors.
Mountainair and twenty inches
A good time to make garden
at Willard during the flurry of and a good place to buy garden
L. P ullen, brother of our towns- last week, accerding to the retools is Barry Hardware
man, John Pullen, wa9 visit- ports o f trainmen.
Reports
I test eyes and prescribe
ing here. Mr. Pullen has been from all over the Panhandle reglasses.
Glasses I prescribe fit
seriously ill with pneumonia.
heavy
port a
fall of snow or
eyes
the
It
The Elite Confectionery has rain. It snowed here all day
R.
Gibson.
H.
Dr.
installed a handsome new soda last Friday but melted as fast as
Cedar posts, as straight as a
fountain at their stand on north it fell. Moisture at this time of
f
Main Street. They have also the year is encouraging for a big gun barrel.
Alfalfa Lbr. Co.
wheat crop and early grass.
enlarged their quarters.
Continent Hats, in both fancy and staples, at $1.50, $2.00

de-vis-

JACKMAN'S

To the People
Gurry Gounty

Our financial connections are equal
to the best and we can handle cattle loans
of any amount.
We respectfully invite you to call
and see us. It is our purpose to extend
you every courtesy we can.

j

Roar-hack- "

post-offic-

38-t-

'Tl

Gitizens Bank of Glovis
"SAFETY FIRST

ADVANCED
STYLES
FOR EASTER
Just arriving in Ladies' and
Children's Dresses, Waists and
Middies, and in fact everything
in the new Spring Fashions !
SPECIAL PRICES
on EVERYTHING

New Pattern Hats...
a splendid new line.

Everything for Easter!
We quote very close prices

!

INVESTIGATE

I
YV7 -

..Osb orne & wnenL.
.1

"The Wright House and Right Goods and Right Prices"

.

O. M. Croft

PIANOS!

PIANOS!

D.N. Croft

CROFT MUSIC COMPANY

--

3r

TO PECOS VALLEY MUSIC CO.

SUCCESSORS

r-h--

flMpll31k

ETA

West Grand Avenue

119

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO.

The Famous Schumann Piano is our leader with other High Grade

Jlii'-i.fU-

and

..

4

medium grade pianos to select from. We buy direct from the Factory
and pay spot cash for our pianos. No "middlemen's" or double profit to
be paid by our customers. Hence our extremely low prices, ranging from

'.

: y.

the national

joy smoke

$139.00 to $225.00 and up.
TERMS
I We

p

will save you from
n

in

h'iubhi iiiBWMiinmTiranirmnr
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of a

Piano

tua-jji-
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cigarettes
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Ruth Reporter

ACHESlI
Aches are the father of

grouches.
Grouches produce ill tem-

per and irritableness. and
hnstn vou to your
grave.
ih,)(ii.

...,

i
i.i.
rn
id Junlit
.
V .. . hp
in

vnur

i

nati-'
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No.

the District Court of
Cirry County New Mexico.

weather.
Brother Moore filled his appointment at Ruth Sunday.
A large crowd enjoyed the
singing at the Bombarger home
sunday night.
Arther B. Hickman and Miss
Jessie Harris were married t
the home of the brides sister
There many
Mrs. J, T. Stout.
friends wish them a long and
prosperous married life.
T. B. Stout of Brinkman Oklahoma is visiting his children
Sheridan lost two mares
and mule colts recently.
Mrs. H. O. Thomas called on
Grandma Sheridan Tuesday.
Since the rain wheat is lookR. E.

a

piness, your lire, worm tnis
small investment?

ing fine.

(This week)

The
City Drug Store
The new store on South
Phone 102.
Main St.

Market Report

The snow was fine on wheat,
but oh! wasn't it cold?
T. B. Stout is visiting with his
J.

sun

T.

Stout.

went to
Tuesday.
Mew Lovett filled his appoint
merit Sunday at Ruth.
Everybody seemed to enjoy
the pie supper Friday at Ruth
Mrs. Robinson

Bell-vie-

Miss Dossie Giles is very sick

28cts
Cash
Butter fat
"
Hens
14cts
Springs 2 to 2 I 2 lbs "
"
Wets
Turkeys, fat
" 12
Eggs, per do
Clovis Creamery & Produce Co.

at this writing.
The patrons of the school are
planting trees at the school house
and attending the school election
at Ruth today.
Mrs. J. T. Stout and Mrs. A. B.
Hickman were Hollene visitors
Garden and Field Seeds
Saturday.
Xt Creamery, very best bulk
W. II. Stout visited J. T. Stout
We Sunday.
garden ami field seeds.
want your poultry and eggs.
Miss Iva Chitwood dined with
Highest market price. Watch Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Hickman
our quotations - See us before Sunday night.
2t
jou sell.
Vick Mashore has gone to
Clovis Creamery & Produce Co.
I'exas to visit his brother.
Mrs. Robinson has been en
For Sale or Trade
joying a visit from her daughter
for Ranch Land and
Mr. and Mrs.
Close in suburban lots or acre Williams, of Grady.
would
racts .joining Clovis
Mr. Killian late of Vinee, Okla.
'
rade for ranch land in Curry or has rented and moved on to Mr.
"toospvelt County.
Write o r Jack llillisses place.
come and see
Grandpa.
,

son-in-la-

MarJl-Aj-

t

Auto Co.,

charge fifteen dollars for at-- '
Ill W. Grand. Clovis, N.M. tending confinement cases inj
.I'
dr
Clovis and fifty cents per mile
extra where I go to the country.
Young Cows for Sale
A person living IK miles out I
Some good young Jersey cows charge them twenty dollars.
vih first calf. This stuff is well It
Dr. H R. Gibson,
ired and the making of good
Poultry netting that is good
ows Price right. Call at the
Creamery or at farm 3 miles east and strong. Let us show you.
Barry Hardware Co.
jf Clovis.
2t
Will H. Pattison.
I

Arthur

I

ior

Sale: A good Holste.in

and

lersy milk cow. Also an extra
good Jersy milk cow freeh in
milk. McBride and Shepard.
Phone 97 or 406 or call at
Studio. 2t

Mc-3ride- 's

Judge Granville 'A. Richardson and his stenographer, Miss
Estas, were up from Iioswell
Wednesday on court matters
pertaining to the White slavery
case, which originated here last
-veek.

Miss Lorena Connolly 2
Teacher of Piano and Voice
Jrtuluaic In I'inno ami Ilamxmv
of Mo. t'orm'rvntory. St. I,mm.
Voice fttuilent
f K. A. Tmifhiir
Musical Art Ultlir. Hi I.nuie . 1'upil.i
phmnrv
from
cur- - io
tautrht
Artltt's drirrcc.

Special Course for Music
Teachers. Latest Methods
Used. Music furnished for
all occasions.

Residence

108 S. Calhoun.

'

j
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you ever
lo smoke, far Prince Albert is so
a f.i-- 3
to cool and cheerful and
v.!y, y o. ill
a ntvv idea of rmoke joy ! The patented

'V'ry.f't
-

tr.-e.t-
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or,

ar.d cuts out bile and parch I
t'r.u
J
iljii l.ttl-.- ' preachmtint is also for men who think
.' j.v.' Y'! oq the rii'.it trade. AW to be said is that the sooner
:.a lay out c nicies! or a dime for a supply of Prince
.'i.'.be'.i, 1":'. sooner y.vj"l? inal-a discovery that'll be
vv.'.:.;!i a b: t y mr peace of mir.d nr.d
;:.'.
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Easter Entertainment
The young people, who are
members of the various church
organizations,
will render
a
special K aster program of talks,
readings, special music and
songs at the Christian church
on Master Sunday evening at the
younjr folks' meeting hour about
r:::o or 7 o'clock.

cf!

--

a comeback

yri w::.t

thst's P. A.!
CO.,

W:n:on-3uiui,N.-
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On tif imrtf
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lir ym will
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Notic to Odd Fellows

Felix Herbert was down from
Texic ) to visit his wife over SunAll members of Clovis Lodge
day.. Mr. Herbert is now enNo 31 1. 0. O. F. are requested gaged in business in Texico.
to be present at the regular
I treat all diseases and dismeeting next Thursday niuht,
April 14th as we will have busi- orders of women. No charges
ness relating to Anniversary for examination and consultaCelebration to transact.
tion,
It
Dr. II . li. Gibson.
Lem A. Wright. Secretary.

Ubill
Tues.

April

1916

e

Starting at 1 :00 p. m., on my farm 1 mile
mile north and 5 miles west of Clovis, I
will sell to the highest bidder the following:

21.

ir.

3ral.)

Cl.AfDE MlLLKR,

Miller-Luikar-

.,,:'

!

You

post-offic-

,.:,!!

i

nvw to a false start on a pipe
cigarettes Prince Albert has a word
or tv.'j for what ails their smokeappetites
home-mad-

plaintiffs.

are further notified that
if you fail to appear or plead in
this cause on or before the 5th
day of June 1916. judgment
will be rendered against you in
said cause by default and the
plaintiff will apply to the court
for the relief sought
in the
complaint herein.
W. A. Havener is attorney
for the plaintiffs and his
and business address is
Clovis, New Mexico.
In witness wherenf I have
hereunto set my hand and af-- j
fixed the seal of said court and
affixed the seal of said court
tlo 21th day of March VJlfi.
W. C. Zerwer.
County Clerk.

,,',""

it. t,

men who rot

iTor

George P. Baxter and P. II.
Summons Plaintiffs, vs. E. E.
Boone Luther A. Williams, Stella E. Williams and all unknown
claimants of interests in the
premises adverse to the plaintiffs in the above suit:
You will take notice that a
suit has been filed against you
in the District Court of the

Fifth Judicial District. Curry
County, New Mexico, in which
George P. Buxter and P. II.
Sammons
are plaintiffs and
Luther A. Williams. Stella E.
Williams and James K. Williams
and all unknown claimants of
interests in the premises adverse to the plaintiffs, are defendants, and numbered S'C.f) on
the docket of said court.
You are further notified that
the general objects of said suit
are as follows:--t- o
secure a decree of the court forever gniet-inthe title to the Southeast
quarter of section 7 in Town
ship 3 North Range 31 K. N.
M P. M. in Curry County
New
Mexi io and to confirm the title
of plaintiffs in and to said land,
and that the defendants be barred and forever estopoed from
having or claiming any right or
title to the said land adverse to

"'ft.

,.'':'.'

Get a Fresh Start!

9GL.

In

here.

For a very little ?we sell
remedies that kill the aches
as soon as they appear.
a

Notice of Suit.

(To late for last week)
We are having some spring

tobacco for
jimmy pipes
and makin's

:

"EASY" PAYMENTS

$50.00 to $100.00 on the purchase

i

mi

ON

OR

CASH,

the real

is

E.

Curren

LAND LAWYER
ll you expect difficulty
in making proof, let me
help you. Contest work
a specialty. Two yeard
Register of U. S. Land
Office.
Eight years experience as U. S. Commissioner.

CLOVIS,

NEW MEXICO

For S. D. Myers Saddles,
Sweetwater, Texas Saddlery, See
S.

Clovis,

J. BOYKIN,
New Mexico.
MKl.d.

6 Good milch cows.
heifers.
6 Coming
6 Coming 1 year-old
steers.
20 Head of hogs.
12 Rhode Island hens, 1 rooster
1 Tubular separator.
2 Work horses, 15 hands high.
1 Heavy 5 yr. mare, 15 hands.
--

1

mule.

mule.

1

1
1

1
1

Row binder.
Riding cultivator.
Sulky plow.
Turning plow.

1

Go-devi-

1

harrow.
Georgia stock.
Farm wagon. 1 Buggy.

1
1

l.

FREE LUNCH
Terms: Sums $10 or over, 6 months time at 10 per
cent interest. 5 per cent discount for cash.

ROBT. H. CROOK
OWNER.
ERLE E. FORBES, Anc.
W. W. WHITE, Clerk

CLOVIS LODGE DIRECTORY AND RELIABLE BUSINESS CONCERNS

LODGE DIRECTORY

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

THE COMMERCIAL HOTEL
S.

--

J. Hobbs, Owner and Prop.

ippfe.

Clovis Lodge A. F. and
A--

Good, Clean Rooms and Beds. First Class
Dining Service.
Prices Very Reasonable.

West Grand Ave.

www

Clovis, N. M.

Night Phone

We are Agents for Eight of the
BEST OLD LINE COMPANIES

i

Phone 32.

m

Broom Corn Brokers

Meets every Thursday night at
Masonic Hall.
Luke Morton, Secretary.

J. P. Denny, N. G.

Clovis Phone 392.

-- WAREHOUSES

Clovis Lodge B. P. O. E.

CLOVIS,

No. 1244.

C;(TC- - "

Phone 27.

West Grand Avenue.

Next door to McFarlin's

HIGHEST

-

Fresh and Cured Meats, Fruits
and Vegetables

No. 770.
Meets 2nd and 4th Monday
A. S. Fuqua, S. A.

FARWELL.

J. R. WALKER, Proprietor

Clovis Council Praetorians

MARKET PRICE PAID FOR HIDES

-

WALKER'S MARKET

E. H. Robinson, Clerk.

Luke Morton, C. C.

Home Killed Meats Our Specialty. Fresh
Vegetables, Fish and Oysters in Season.

PORTALES,

We sell Groceries and soicit your
Patronage. Best Foods, Lowest
- - Prices.
Ca Phone 29.-

Meets every 2nd a 4th Wednesday night
in Woodmen Hall.

HOUK BROS. Props.

-

A. B. Austin, Prop.

Whitetower Lodge
W.O. W. No. 36.

Star Market

MELROSE.

The Model Grocery

Meets at Elks Home every 2nd and 4th
Wednesday night
W. H. Duckworth, E. R.
Fritz B. Herod, Secretary.

14.

Antlers Bldg.

A. L. Gurley Go.

Clovis Lodge I. O. O. F.
No. 31

Manager Clovis Cemetery
Day

oJ

T..

linn.
A. J. Whiting, Secretary.

R. L. Pryor, W. M.

Undertaker & Embalmer
88.

,i

'

-

on maounii.

''o

G. V. STEED
Phone

No-40-

1.1
n

The Curren Agency
i N S U RANCE

Fish and Oysters, A nice line of Pickles, Relishes and
Bottled Goods. Phone 123.

nights at Praetorian Hall

B. M. Brizendine. Re?

IN DRUGS"
"EVERYTHING
refunded"
"satisfaction guaranteed or your

money
KODAKS, TALKING MACHINES, INDIAN GOODS, CURIOS, SOUVENIRS. BOOKS, STATIONERY,

CUT GLASS,

IVORY,

ETC.

The Southwestern Drug Company
Free Delivery

T!e

L

Telephone 58.

Store

W. II. 1)1 CKWIim il, Owner.
Wedeliver by Parcel Post, anything ordered from us in our line, when the order amounts to one dollar or more, and cash is sent with the order.

?
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It Always Helps
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says Mrs. Sylvania Woods, of Clifton Mills, Ky., I rf
writing of her experience witli Cardui, the woman's
tonic. She says further: "Before 1 began to use
Cardui, my back and head would hurt so bad, I
thought the pain would kill me. I was hardly able
to do any of my housework. After taking three bottles
of Cardui, I began to feel like a new woman. I soon
gained 35 pounds, and now, I do all my housework,
as well as run a big water mill.
1 wish every suffering woman would give

ffi

tt , A

h

i

tmrcit- -

Christian Church
April yth.
Special interest is beinK taken
in the music for all services.
Morning subject:
"Meet for
the Master's Use." Evening
subject: "Abana and Pharpar.''
A hearty welcome to all.

Hi

Episcopal Church

The Woman's Tonic

Rev. D. A. Sanford, Pastor.

Morning service with sermon

I still use Cardui when I feel a little bad,
and it always does me good."
Headache, backache, side ache, nervousness,
feelings, etc., are sure signs of womantired, worn-o- ut
ly trouble. Signs that you need Cardui, the woman's
tonic. You cannot make a mistake In trying Cardui
for your trouble. It has been helping weak, ailing
women for more than fifty years.

a trial.

at 11 a. m. Subject: "Following
Christ."

Sacred Heart
CatheJic Church
Sunday April 9th.
0 a. m. Mass and Sermon on

the Passion of Christ.
7:30 p. m, Instructions. Way
of the Cross find Benediction.
Theodosuia Meyer.

Magic City Furniture and
Undertaking Co.
(JOHNSON BROS.)

Embalniers and Funeral Directors- LADY ASSISTANT
Day Phone 211.

UP-TO- P

AMBULANCE SERVICE
Night Phone 23 5.

PLUMBING

AT h

plumber from
We have with us a
All work strictly guaranteed.
Roswell.
fir-cla-

WI SELL THE LEADING

M

ss

ANUFACTURKKJf

OOOD8:

N. O. Nelson Co.,
Cahilljron Wks.,
.
Kahler Co.
SEl

US AND SAVE

MONE- T-

Clovis Tin Shop, R. T. Holton, Prop.

1

0

P.M.

First Methodist Church.
Please, every member be sure
to attend Sunday School. This is
so important. The subject for
the morning scimon is "Paul's
use of the Olympian Games."
For the evening the service,
"He that hath an ear to hear,
let him hear."
We give a cordial invitation to
all to worship with us.
J. II. Messer, Pastor.
C. II. Hannum, Will Polk,
Pearl Sammons and Dr. J. D.
Lynch, of Melrose, were Clevis
visitors Monday. Mr. Sammons
who, formerly traveled for a
rocery concern, is now engaged
ia the real estate business and
recently sold the biff Shipley
rsnch property south of St
Vrain.

f

Climate Valuable Asset
The plains enjoy a climate that
averages very well for the year
This climate is a great factor in
making: the present rapid development of the plains possible.
Yet the climate receives little or
no credit for what is possible on
the plains.
In the first place the climate is
healthful for man and beast. It
relieves and cures diseases of
the lungs and throat. It harbors
Germ of various
n malaiia.
brands and designations are
made harmless by the plains
sunshine. No one disputes the
healthfulaess of the Climate.
The climate is mild without
severe extremes of cold or heat.
Compared to the winter climate
of the middle west, the great
feeding section of the United
States, it is most delightful. On
the other hand, owing to altitude
the summers are not hot. In
short, the climate of the plains
is delightful summer and winter,
compared with almost nny other
section of the United States.
The climate makes the live!
slock business possible without!
heavy investment in equipment '
of buildings and shelter for liva
stock in winter. It is one of the
favored live stock sections in the
United States, be it growing or
or full feeding of cattle, sheep
and hogs.
The tiller of the soil has a remarkable lotg growing season
and the opportunity of growing
a long list of small grains like
wheat and oats and forage crops
like Indian corn, kaffir com and
railo maize, Every variety of
deciduous fruit like the apple,
pesch and plum thrive.
The climate is so valuable an
assst that a little wind between
times, becomes insignificant
Climate is the great asset of the
plains.
A. M. Hove.
!

Phon e 72 yoar hardware wants
'
Barry Hardwere Co.

Davidson's Transfer and Storage
Transfer Work Solicited. STORAGE FREE
First Class CAR SERVICE at All Times.
w
P. 0. Box 541
Clovis,
Mexico.
Phones 85 and 152.
All Kinds of

!

N--
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IP YOU ARE PERPLEXED
Come to us for advice and we will make YOUR PROBLEM
OUR PROBLEM. The COURTESIES OF OUR INSTITU-

TION are extended to everyone.

Come In
We Want to Meet You

Glovis National Bank
.

"THE BANK THAT ACCOMODAIES"

--

44444444444444444

Central

The

t

Houk, Keown and

M
V

4444444444,

Market I

oori, Props.

Fresh and Cured Meats
3 of all kinds.
Fresh Fish, Oysters and
Produce.
--

Phone No. 7.

Next Door to Poetof&ce. .41

444444444444444444444444444444.4
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IMS CLOVIS NEWS
FIND

BARGE LOADS OF WOUNDED BRITISH
74
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EVIL

GROWING

Victim Found Among Woman
In Manufacturing Town In
reat Britain.

London. Annual re porta from the
minor courta of Lancashire abnw an
Increase of drinking among women In
the manufacturing district. At Horn
dule the justices' records show (hat
in the year paat 13 men and 32 omen were arrested for drunkenm-aattains! 238 men and only 17 women
In the previous
year.
Rochdale
prosperity, due to the fart that the
women of (he laboring classee have
all the employment they want, and
In moat rases separation allowance
from aoldier husbands. Is held responsible for the Increased drinking
There la one liquor license In the
lown (o every 17J women.
isearly all of the manufacturing
places show similar results. The chief
constable of Wlgan says that In the
past six months the number of women
visiting bars has almost doubled. A
few exceptional places show an im
provement hi condition.

,lU H
TV

1

MONEY STARTED

ROW

"
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Why rheumatism and lumbago sufferers should drink phosphated

a Social Butterfly and

hot water each morning before breakfast

Gadabout.

s

wmm

FAMILY

Man Says Inheritance Made Wife

1

m

111

f DRINK HOT WATER AND RID
JOINTS OF RHEUMATIC RUSTi:

RUST

or

WAS LAZY, SAYS WIFE

7 el

Husband Admit H Slapped th Wife,
But Declare H Was Provoked
Declare Money I Causs of
All Trouble.

or
rust
EUMATISM

Pueblo, Colo. Money was certainly
the root of evil In their lives. Th
wife fell heir to a fortune. The dollars Jiugled in at tbe door. Their
matrimonial affair jangled. Love flew
out the window.
Just a coal, wben It burn, leave ach, liver, kidneys and bowels the pre"Money made my husband shift
less, lazy, careless he thought a rich behind a certain amount of Incombus- vious day's accumulation of toxins and
HritiHh soldiers, wounded fighting In the Halkana or on ibe western front, NO CLOCKS IN THIS PRISON man shouldn't work," says Mr. Hel- tible material in the form of ashes, so poisons; thus, cleansing, sweetening,
are sent from the Held to baso hospitals and then go to the coast, whore they
ms J. Clcndeneo, wife for twelve the food and drink taken day after day and freshening the entire alimentary
re carried aboard lighter that are towed out to hospital ship that transyears, daughter of riches, mother of leave In the alimentary canal a cer- canal, each morning, before putting
Oklahoma
Go
by
Convicts
Electrl.
port them, ir Injured In the Balkans, to either Egypt or Malta; If wounded
tain amount. of indigestible material, more food into the stomach.
an
son. "I want a
Gongs Which Announce the
lighting on the weutorn front tbey are sent across the English channel to
A quarter pound of Jlmjjatojje phoswhich if not completely eliminated
Divisions
of Tim.
.
tiospituls in England.
"Money made my wife a ociul but each day, become food for (he "mil- phate costs Very little at the drug
terfly; she dragged me to awarming, lion of bacteria which Infest the bow- store but is sufficient to make any
McAlester. Okla
After
trlr.
"The position became critical, The
waste rhoumatlo or lumbago sufferer an enel. From this mass of r
f h mil O h f k afato nunllMtlUra knr. - gar me no rest It was go, gab, gob
wind grew colder and colder. our:
po- thusiast on tbe morning Inside bath.
ble and git," says Albert M. Clen- material, toxin and ptomaine-lik- e
ASIAN
seen
no
visitor
mat
he
haa
realise
men were cut off from the lurriiinul
Millions of people keep their Joints
denen, husband of a wealthy woman, ison, called uric acid, 1 formed and
clocks.
In
Neither
the
Administration
Ing world by Impenetrable walls of
then
from these rheumatic acid by
free
sucked
blood
It
the
Into
where
father
aon.
UU
of
lov
"But
I
the
building,
the
nor
rotunda
cell bouses
snow. There seemed t be no hope
my wife, Helma, and I don't want her continue to circulate, collecting grain practicing this dally Internal sanitatime piece.
of rescue. But duty, that great word, is there
by grain In the Joint of the body tion. A glas of hot water with a
Campaigning in Winter Time A- kept us up,
Recently
visitor without
watch to have a divorce."
and not the sound of a
of limestone phosphate, drank
The wife Insists her Inheritance much like rust collects on the hinge
was
escorted
back
to
the
adminlstra
complaint
or reproach was beard.
ttended by Hardships.
before breakfast, Is wonderfully Invig
caused tha husband to quit hi Job. a shown above.
tion
rooms
a
tour
after
of
prison
the
"At last we got order to leave our
Men and women who suffer from orating; besides, It Is an excellent
"He had a good place at $150 a
burrowa above the clouds and de- He glanced at the wall looking for month," testified Mrs.
Clendenen at lumbago, rheumatism or sore, stiff, health measure because It cleanses the
a
clock
see
If
to
be
had
to
time
catch
Russian Officer Tells of the Suffering scend Into the valley. We began the a car
Into the city. There was none. the first hearing. "He thought it was aching joint should begin drinking alimentary organs of all the waste,
Incredibly dllllcult task of finding our
Endured by the Soldiers in Descent
"Why,
where are your clocks?" he degrading for the husband of a rich phosphated hot water, not a a mean gases and sour fermentation, making
way down precipices coated thickly
wife to work, so be quit. And tben to maglo relief from pain, but to pre- one look and feel clean, sweet and
From 8nowclad Peak Beasked a trusty.
with snow
The men followed one
he wouldn't do anything else, either." vent more urlo acid forming In the fresh all day.
fore Koprikeul.
grinned.
The
man
In
another
single tile In endless
ystem. Before eating breakfast each
Those who try this for one wee
Husband Refuted to Git.
"We don't need any. We all have
chains, forcing their way through the
Following tbe filing of the suit, morning, drink a glaa of real hot may find themselves free from sick
all the time we want here," be replied.
I'etroprad. The successful campaign deep snow
with their chests.
From Then he added' "Electric gongs an- Mr. Clendenen testified, the husband water with a teaapoonful of limestone headaches,
constipation,
bilious atof the ItusHians against the Turks In time to time rIHe
shots were fired to nounce divisions of
refused to leave her home In Green- phosphate In It. This will first neu- tacks, sallowness, nasty breath and
work,
Asia Minor has boen carried out under guide those
time
eat
behind.
wood ovenue. In fear of him, she oc- tralise and then wash out of tbe stom
tomach acidity.
and retire, according to the rings."
fright Till weatlior conditions.
"Only after a whole day of wandercupied a room in the house, but kept
Home of Hie hardships suffered by ing
Unptant Outlook.
we manage to assemble imal.i
Is
who
did
Even the man
tired of this
the door locked. Dally she would
the soldiers may ho understood from The
AN ALABAMA BEAUTY
First Tommy (in tbe trenches)
I seldom In a hurry to move on
I was
world
detachment
with
marched
special
cook
him
dishes,
dewhich
ha
the following narrative by an officer as follow: In
Wot'cher look In' o blue abaht. Bill?
front went iO tapper,
manded, and then would flee to her to tha next.
of the descent of his men from the wno
Second Tommy Jest got a letter
away
cleared
snow
quarter
the
with
while he ate the meal.
nowclad peaks before Koprikeul;
from th missus, ter say 'er sister Is
spades. Then came the rank and file,
"He gave parties, too," said Mr.
position on the summit
"We held
puttln' up wlv 'er and 'as got the
and after them a couple of guna, unClendenen, "parties to which h In- MOTHER! LOOK AT
, which rises nearly
of Mount
measles. It ain't 'art a go, It ain't wlr
der the escort of a picked company;
vited hi old friend. I bad to preeleven thousand feet above sea level.
m goln' 'ome on leave tomorrer, and
men
pare the repast for these affairs, but
Every
there was a strong some two more companies, and at
a dangerous trouble like that In tbe
distance from them another
I never remained to eat. I wa glad
wind, which drove before It masse of
company with the transport animals
TONGUE 'ouse. London Opinion.
to get back to my room."
anow, and drifted up our positions to
Finally, in the
In July Mrs. Clendenen got a court
depth of from ten to fifteen feet. and pack animals.
Hr Idea.
order ousting her husband from the
Our shelters, huts and kitchen were rear, came a party of scouts. During
cross, feverish, constipated,
"Do you think Cholly Primrose
home. He then went to the Y. M. C.
II buried in snow. The wind was so the march the storm rose to stupen
thlnksr
A.
give "California Syrup
fierce Hint most of our huts were al- dous fury. The paths cleared by the
"If he does, he takes pains to hide
"Every time I asked him to leave."
most blown to pieces, though tbey Bappers drifted up as rapidly a tbey
of Figs."
were made, and were blotted out
It."
testified tbe woman, "he told me It
were held together by wire.
would take an order bigger than I
A laxative today saves a lick child
"This blizzard lusted for days, for from view
"The hurricane
could give to
him out. So I had tomorrow. Children simply will not
hurled upon us
weeks, and it was Impossible, to keep
to go to court."
take the time from play to empty tbelr
the hut clear. If you shifted one doiiBe clouds of snow. Tho men clung
The husband' principal contention bowel, which becomo clogged up with
spadeful of snow, as likely ob not the together In groups so as not to lose
sight
of one another. Icy snow peneseem to be that all tbe matrimonial
wind would fling Into its place two or
waste, liver get sluggish; (tomach
difficulties have been overplayed in
our.
three times the quantity. For whole trated Into (ho texture of the uni
the wire' mind, and that thinga would
days together we were dependent on forms, and the cloth was transformed
Look at the tongue, mother! If coat
be much a they were year ago It ed, or your child Is listless, cross, fev
rtifielnl light. No one so much as into a hurd sheeting of Ice. Musks
the money did not figure In the case. erish, breath bad, restless, doesn't oat
thought of warm food during those of Ice covered the soldiers' feoturo.
To this the wife testified:
days
Not only were our kitchens One of the horses, slipping on a patch,
heartily, full or cold or has aore throat
A Rider Xgeaf Wanted la Each
burled In snow, but we had no other disappeared over a precipice
or any other children' aliment, give
Wanted th Money.
I
Tows) lor (bo
"By Incredible exertions we some
means of heating water. The hurri"Me wanted the money. He wanted
feaspoonful of "California Byrup of
cane howled and whistled through our how managed to gst our guns down
It nil. He Insisted that I make a will Figs," tben don't worry, because It I
earth huts, and prevented us from Into the valley. Here we were reperfectly harmless, and in a few hour
lighting the stoves which had been ceived by a detachment
WW
all this constipation poison, sour bile
stationed
and the
plnced In them. If one of them was there, who helped us with the final
and fermenting
waste will gently
lighted the wind tilled the hut with work of lowering the guns wltb
move out of the bowels, and you have
moke,
and the door had to be strap. We had done well. Despite
a well, playful child again. A thoron of
At otir Rldvr Agtnx. jnn
opened to prevent suffocation. Our tho Incredible difficulties of the path
ough "Inside cleansing" I ofttlme all
Umm blbnt lyp MutoroyclM rm mkMkI low
lairs grew dnnip, cold and cheerless. and mountain steeps under such con
that I necessary. It should be th
trrtM. Ton roar spar Ubm into afni mat
ditions, too not a man had perished:
first treatment given In any slrkness.
let n help fom So M. Wrtlotodsf foroartMW,
not one had been left behind or lost.
anonitl ow sad fna uplaausry bsotlMt,
Beware of counterfeit fig syrups.
MISSION OP SENTIMENT
At the close of our march we were
Rscky Mosnlil Melsrcycls
Ask at the store for a
bottle of
well rewarded for all we had gone
1010 BraaSway
Oaaver, Cat.
"California 8yrop of Fig." which ha
through by the panic which our. tin
i
full direction for babies, children of
expected appearance colled forth In
all age and for grown-nplainly
Miss Elizabeth D. Bouldln of Hcotts
the Turkish trenches."
printed on tbe bottle. Adv.
HAIR BALSAM
boro, Ala., la one of the Dixieland'
vi- -i
WfnMom of Bierll
P&
most beautiful belle.
Close B. Palmer baa been leader of
H'llMtoaradlraMitandrva.
FINDS
RING
AFTER
YEARS
Far RMlorina Colorant
a church choir at Maple Drove, Tenn., I
"'V'ir SWlTloGr.rorl-wl.dlUB-- .
, pa .
.
rnM t v. n .
"JLgV
JaDt wo ;raiii
ui
AT
BULLETS
Mr. 8tengle' Little Daughter Pick MAN LAUGHS
Up Missing Jewelry in MeltBACKACHE, LUMBAGO
Pick Ball Out of Hi Arm, Spits Out
ing Snow.
TJrto acid causes backache, pains
Another and Then Use
ber and there, rheumatism, gout,
Hi Fist.
Seaford, Del. A little more than
gravel, neuralgia and sciatica. It was
twenty-threyear ago Mrs. tleorge
Dr. Pierce who discovered
Baltimore. Bullet make no impresK. M. Stenglo lost a plain gold band
a new
agent, called "Anurlc," which will
ring with her Initials In It. All efforts sion upon Nathan L"v!, according to
evidence in th criminal court,
on the part of several members of the hi
Take a blood cleanser and alterative throw out and completely eradicate
star witness against
family and neighbor to find it were where he wa
that start the liver and stomach Into this arlc acid from the system.
Is 17 times mora potent thaa
futile. The other day while Ethel, William Edward, charged with asvlgorou action, called Dr. Pierce's
daughter, was play- sault with Intent to murder and carher
Golden Medical Discovery because of llthla, and consequently you need no
ing In the yard with a sister, she no- rying a deadly weapon. Lewis and
"It Wa Go, Gab, Gobbl and Git"
one of It principal Ingredients tbe longer fear muscular or articular rheuticed something shining in a spot Edward bad an argument Edward
Golden Seal plant. It assists th body matism or gout, or many other disease which ar dependent oa urlo
revolver and shot at Lewi. In hi favor, giving him my whole to
where snow wa melting, and found procured
manufacture rich red blood which acid within
In the arm, estate.
the body.
I told him that la tbe event
It wa a ring. Wben she took It to One bullet struck Lewi
feeds
nerve
th
heart
brain
and
her mother it wa quickly recognized but be merely plucked It out and of my death he would get half, while organs or th body. Th organ
you
feel
It
that tired, worn-ou- t
work
a the ring lost nearly a quarter of a threw It away. The second bullet my son would receive the other half.
moothly Ilk machinery running In reeling, backache, neuralgia, or If your
through
mouth
while
be
Lewis'
replied
wa
enough.
He
net
century ago. In the time the rlnn went
that half
deep Is disturbed by too frequent urioil. Ton feel clean, strong and strennation, go to your beat drug itor and
has been In the yard the grornd ha was smiling over the failure of the My husband quit hi work, stayed at
Buy
uous.
to"Medical
Discovery"
ask for Doctor Pierce' Anurio Tabbeen plowed and tilled hundred of first shot to do him Injury, and It did home, lolled around tbe house, would
day
day
you
a
few
in
and
will
know
nothing more than loosen on of bis go nowhere. Bo I had to act"
let, full treatment 60c, or end II
time.
"Now, the money made no differ that th bad blood I passing out, and cents for a trial package of "Anuria"
teeth. He spat th leaden pellet out,
pure
aew,
Oiling
rich,
blood la
your Tablets to Dr. Pierce, Invalid' HoUL
wa proceeding to use hi fiat on ence with me at all,' the husband tes
NIGHTIE IS WORTH
$68.50 and
nd arteries.
Buffalo, N. T.
Edward when th pair were aepa tified at one hearing. "But I couldn't vein
rated.
work and go to parties every night
On
Coco.
of
the
The Rsaton.
Court Give That Amount of Damage
It wa go, go, go all tbe time. And I
"Bo Kitty ald I had a thick bead of
"Why do they call a baseball the
That Wa
for Suites
This picture of Jules Hois, distinmoney
only
wa
a
sick. That
made
hair."
sphere T"
TO MAKE SILK FROM BANANAS
guished French Journalist and poet,
8toln.
social butterfly a social gadabout
"Oh, be dldnt mention th hair."
"Because It Is whirled."
wa taken on the deck of the French
of my wife. We were all right until
La Cross), Wis. The humiliation of Braxilian Inventa Process of Manufacliner Rocbambeau wben It arrived at
It came; we would be all right again
Fruit
ture Which Chang
losing her best "nightie" on her wed
M. Hols come.
New York recently.
without it."
Fiber.
he describe It. on
"mission of ding night is worth 168.50 to the bride,
That the husband did do "some
;
according
handed
to
decision
down
distinguish
the
It from the
entlment." to
thing else" was made evident by
.
been
haa
De
Interest
Janeiro.
Rio
W.
by
many
Judge
C.
Hunt
of his compatriot
missions of
testimony
Clendenen.
Mrs.
later
of
Mack Timmerman came to town aroused here over the announcement
who have preceded him The French
'
He slapped me at different times,'
i
government, as a special mark of ap- with his blushing bride. He gave live of the Invention of a method of manuaid the wife. "Ke abused me. My
,
fiber
the
silk
from
facturing
artificial
man working for the
preciation, will permit the entire com suitcases to
face and neck and body showed
pany of the Theatre Francais to visit Hopkins baggage line to care for while cf tbe banana plant The Invention, bruises, black and blue spots."
by
Adalberto
Sr.
For the he changed trains for Wilton, where which wa perfected
tbl country next October
I admit I did slap her," the hus
chemical treatfirst time since the founding of the In he and his bride of a few hour In- - Vetg. consists of
band followed. "But they were not
In such
palm
banana
of
ment
the
live.
man
1181
Hopkln'
govern
to
U
left
tided
In
French
the
ut
Ion
tit
real slaps. And she provoked me.
the suitcases on the dray and two of manner that tbe plant fiber I reduced This whole thing Is magnified In her
ment Iih agreed thut the organization
I
fins,
spun
which
gum.
from
a
to
one
were
M.
of
Hols
con
stolen,
which
also comes them
tnay leave France.
mind. It's the money that did It all.
elastic, a floss that has all the qualities
to arrange for the education in thin tained the night robe.
She wanted to give parties all th
I
also,
claimed,
It
silk.
nat'itU
of
Judge I'unt decided that the loss
country, of many young Frenchmen
time, or buy new dresses, f accom
tnanu
for
the
suitable
a
Sellulose
who will serve apprenticeships in 'he of tho garment, humiliation and In- that
gum of panied her on ber social round, but I
great banking bouse of the country. convenience wa worth considerable, facture of paper, ellulold and
I
couldn't stand tbe pace.
artiHclal
of
th
and ordered J C. Hopkins, owner of tannin are
In our mills and In our experiment
quit all tbl cam up."
Ilk process.
the dray line, to pay.
form and college
eight-year-ol- d
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KIDNEYS CLOG UP FROM
EATING TOO MUCH MEAT

'

GUARD

FAMILY

Peruna protects the family
against coughs, colds, catarrh,
bronchitis, catarrh of the stomach,
liver and kidneys. It is just as
sure to relieve a case of catarrh of
the bcwels as it is a case of catarrh
of the head.
Anyone suffering from catarrh,
severe or mild, acute or chronic, in
any organ or part of the hurrjin
body, should at once get a bottle of

Take Tablsspoonful o'f Salts If Back
Hurts or Blsddsr Bothers Meet
Forms Urle Aold.
We are a nation, of meat eaten and
our blood la filled with urio acid, says
authority, who warns us
a
to be constantly on guard against kid
well-know- n

ney trouble.
The kidneys do their utmost to free
the blood of this irritating acid, but
become weak from the overwork;
they get sluggish; the el lml native
clog snd thus the wasfc) is re
tained in the blood to poison, the en
tire system.
When your kidneys ache and feel
like lumps of lead, and you have sting
Ing pains In the back or the urine Is
cloudy, full of sediment or the blad
der is irritable, obliging you to seek
relief during the night; when you have
severe headaches, nervous and dizzy
spells, sleeplessness, acid stomach or
rheumatism In bad weather, get from
your pharmacist about four ounces of
Jad Salts; take a tablespoonful In a
glass of water before breakfast each
morning and in a few days your kid'
neys will act fine. This famous salts
Is mado from the acid of grapes and
lemon Juice, combined with llthla, and
has been used for generations to flush
and stimulate clogged kidneys, to neu
trallze the adds in urine so it Is no
longer a source of Irritation, thus end'
Ing urinary and bladder disorders.
Jad Salts Is inexpensive and cannot
Injure; makes a delightful efferves
drink, and nobody
cent llthla-wate- r
can make a mistake by taking a little
occasionally to keep the kidneys clean
and active. Adv.

YOUR

BEN JOHNSON AND MANDY

Peruna.

As soon as the value of Peruna
Representative Johnson of Ken is fully appreciated in every house
tucky, tall of figure and solemn of hold, both as a preventive and a
countenance, furnished amusement for relief from catarrhal affections,
a lot of people in the Union station at tens of thousands of lives will be
Washington recently. He stood by the
saved and hundreds of thousands
big gate where most of the passen
gers were coming from a train, and of chronic lingering cases will be
prevented. Peruna, indeed, is a
every few moments remarked, in
tone of authority, to nobody In partic household safeguard.
A course of Peruna never fails
ular: "Right this way, Mandy; I'll
to bring relief in such cases, since
take care of you."
Now, there wasn't anybody named there is no remedy like it, at
Mandy there, you understand,
and thousands of people have testified,
everybody wondered why a congress
Pemna Tablets are now available
man ahould be standing there saying in eoilTeulout Hum Kmf to take- over and over again. "Right this way
Mandy; I'll take care of you."
Children for Farm Work.
What sense was there to a man
The Kent (England) education comdoing such a thing as that? After he mittee has again decided to release
had said It many times, Johnson went children twelve years ot age and upaway, but In a couple of hours he vas wards from school attendance for emback again, repeating the same line, ployment In agriculture during the
L
with the same calm dignity as before, summer months. Children of not less
- ...
People were puzzled. Yet It was than twelve years of age are also to
all simple enough. The Johnsons had sent to Kentucky for.a cook, yclept be released this year for employment
Mandy. They knew her name, but that was all; they didn't even know for In home duties if thereby their mothsure which train would bring her. But, according to reports, she was a ers can be employed In agriculture.
wonderful cook who could play culinary selections on a gas stove Just by
ear, producing southern dishes of rare quality and fragrance.
FIERY RED PIMPLES
And that was the reason why the dignified Congressman went to all the
colored woman:
trains and cried out every time be saw an
Soothed and Hsaledby Cutleura lose
Privilege Denied Them.
"Right this way, Mandy; I'll take care of you!"
snd Ointment. Trial Free.
"Here's a picture of a woman golf
tls-'su-

en
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Modern Dairy Barn and Concrete Slloa.

There are two sides Inner and outerIn a circular form for use In making concrete structures. Both tides
are made In the same way, but the
radii of the forma being different,
they are not made by the same pattern. Make a circular form by drawing a circle of the else of the form
desired and Kvlng boards around the
circumference of the circle. Nail the
boards lightly together and, with the
same radius, mark out the circle on
them. Then knock them apart and
saw them out along the linea marked
and again fasten them together, this

Conerete In Form.
securely. After enough forms are
made for a section of the circular fig- The result Is that
concrete
ure, set them up, equally spaced, and Is the cheapest whure concrete material Is costly and is adaptable for purposes where plain concrete Is unfitted.
must be properly
The
placed In order to develop the strength champion."
As, for example,
of the structure.
"I see. And she looks almost grace
lead a concrete beam to the breaking ful."
point and It will be seen that the low"Why shouldn't she look graceful ?"
er part . of the beam has pulled apart,
"I guess it's becsuse golf cham
part
was In tension, while the upper
Dions cannot consistently adopt the
has crushed together, or was in com- pose made famous by Annette Keller
Therefore, If a beam be
pression.
should man."
the
be placed near the lower part of the
beam In order to take the tension,
else the strength of the
la undeveloped. In placing the
concrete, take especial care not to disOutline of Conerete Form.
place the
from Us true
and solidly
put on the aide boards or "lagging." position and to wholly
embed It within the concrete. Curtlss
Concrete Is either plain or
r
Hill In Missouri Report.
One Is concrete without any kind of
and In which all the
For 'sick headache, bad breath
stresses are carried by the concrete.
Sour Stomach and
The other la plain concrete,
with steel bars, beams or other
constipation.
forms of metal or material.
Is placed in concrete In
ordor to take up certain stresses and
Qet a
box now.
reduce the volume of concrete.
No odds bow bad your liver, atomach
Is strong la compression, but
or bowels; how much your head
vSi In tension, so If steel la embedaches, how miserable and un com fort
ded In the concrete In the proper
able you are from constipation, Indiges
place to tako up the tensile stresses,
tion, biliousness and sluggish bowels
a great saving of concrete Is effected.
Circular Form.
you always get the desired resulti
with Cascarots.
Don't let your stomach, liver and
parent plant The usea of sage are
ANGULAR LEAF-SPO- T
bowels make you miserable.
Take
well known. Thyme makes an excelput an end to the
lent seasoning for soups and boiled Cascarets
OF THE CUCUMBERS meats, the buds and leaves being used headache, biliousness, dizziness, nervfor the purpose. Tender tops and susness, sick, sour, gassy stomach,
shoots of summer savory are often backache and all other distress;
Disease Quite Prevalent Through mixed with thyme and sage.pr per- cleanse your Inside organs of all the
haps with marjoram. Bummer savory bile, gases and constipated matter
out Eastern, Middle Western
which Is producing the misery.
Is grown from seed each year.
A
box means health, happiAnother kind, known as winter saand Southern States.
vory, la a perennial, and will live in ness and a clear bead for months.
No more days of gloom and distress
t
of cucumbers the ground year after year, and furThe angular
If you will take a Cascaret now and
Is a disease quite prevslont through' nish a lot of flavoring and garnishing.
All stores sell Cascarets Don't
then.
Marjoram
grown
be
can
from
seed
out the eastern and middle western
states. It wss reported as having planted in drills, aad the planta forget the children their little
need a cleansing, too. Adv.
been present the past yoar In Mlrhi' thinned to stand two feet apart. It is
gan, Indiana, Wisconsin and New the favorite dressing for fish, but if
Barred Out
Tork, as well as the provinces of 0n also used in meats and soups.
Husband Have you called upon
tarlo and Quebec In Canada. The dls
those new people lot?
esse hss slso been reported recently HYGIENIC METHODS
Wife No, we cau't associate with
from Maryland and other southern
them. I was saved from doing it in
states.
ARE OF MUCH VALUE the nick of time.
The presence of the disease Is lndl
Husband What happened?
cated by angular, dry, brown spots on
Wife Why, by the merest accident
the foliage, which, by dropping out or Few Timely Suggestions May Be I beard that they run an open car all
tearing, give the leaves a ragged apwinter. Judge.
pearance.
of Great Value in Construe
Although the disease hss
been knowa for many years In the
tion of House for Hogs.
field, and has been conceded to be of
DYSPEPSIA
bacterial origin, heretofore no organ'
ism has been named as Its cause. As (By W. J. WII.BOV, Asilstant In Serum
Production, South Dakota Experiment
s result of experiments recently con BUillon.)
ducted by the plant pathologists of the
Hygiene means health, and all
AND INDIGESTION
united Statos department of agrlcul methods employed In keeping
herd
ture, however, the germ causing the in a healthy, thrifty condition, the
are hy
disease has been Isolated and Identi gienlo methods.
Tape's Diapepsin" settles sour,
fled.
If thinking of building a new hog-gassy . stomachs in five
It was found that the disease Is house or remodeling the old one, a few
minutes Time it!
caused by a bacterial organism enter timely suggestions may be of value. Ia
ing the leaf through minute orifices In the first place, locate the house in such
Ton don't want a slow remedy when
the outer layer, wounds not being nec- a manner that you may get direct rays your atomach la bad or an uncertain
essary to permit Infection. Young of sunlight into every pen, as sunlight one or a harmful one your stomach
stems may become
or crack Is a most effective germ killer.
is too valuable; you mustn't Injure it
open, but no direct connection has
Arrange for a system of ventilation:
Pspe's Diapepsin Is noted for Its
t
been found between the
and a hole cut In the roof Is not sufficient. speed In giving relief; Its harmless
rots
of
ln
the soft
the fruit A heavy
Have plenty of pure air, but do not neas; Us certain unfailing action in
testation, however, often materially allow the hogs to sleep in a draft
regulating sick, sour, gsssy stomachs.
crop
by destroying the
reduces the
See that the hogs have dry sleep Its millions of cures In Indigestion,
active leaf surface of the plants.
ing quarters. Hogs thai are obliged to dyspepsia, gastritis and other atomach
sleep In hot steamy pens without prop trouble has made It famoua the world
er ventilation, are very susceptible to over.
HERBS FOR
pneumonia when turned Into the feed
Keep this perfect stomach doctor in
lot in cold weather. Plenty of exer your home keep It handy get a large
CULINARY PURPOSES cise for the breeding stock is very est
case from any dealer and
sential to the maintenance of good then If anyone ahould eat something
health.
which doesn't agree with them; if
Most Kinds of Plants Are Easily
These points, together with good what they eat laya like lead, ferments
clean food and plenty of elsaa fsesh and sours snd forms gas; causes head-- Grown and Should Be Considwater, mean, healthy hogs that have ache, dizziness and nausea; eructaered This Spring.
lots of resistance against disease.
tions of scld snd undigested
as soon as Pape's Dlspepsln
Mating Young Sows.
comes In contact with the stomach all
Very few gardens have a good supply of herbs for culinary purposes, yet
It is a good rule to mate young such distress vanishes. Its prompt
most kinds sre easily grown, and sows with a msture boar, one that has ness, certainty and ease In overcoming
should be considered when planting done service before, and to use young the worst stomach disorders Is a revethe garden this spring. Europeans boars on sows that have had a least lation to those who try It Adv.
maae mucu more 01 suca wings man one litter of pigs. In this wsy, to a
certain extent at least you avoid the
we do.
Hew te Tslk to the Wounded.
Sage and thyme are similar in their results of Immature breeding which
"What the boches can't stand, you
manner of growth, being propagated are sometimes had If both boar and know, ma'am. Is cold steel."
"Yes, I suppose It gets very cold
either from seeds or layers from the sow are very young.
this time of the year." l.ondon Punch.
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RUCKER COURTED TROUBLE
When Representative Rucker of
Missouri the other day asked the house
to authorize the secretary of war to
donate to the city of Trenton, In Grundy county, Missouri, four iron cannon
there were many smiles In the chamber.
The humor of the situation later
was explained.
Last session a member of the New
York delegation Introduced a similar
bill. It was passed and in due time
the cannon were delivered. Subsequently the house was asked to approve a claim bill of $1,000 filed by a
railroad company which had shipped
the field pieces. When the freight
charges were presented .to the citizens
of the town they balked and Informed
the representative that Uncle Sam
'
could "keep his old cannon." The
rullrosd Is still demanding pay for
totiug the war relics.
L.- I
J
Every so often Representative
Igoe of St. Louis Is asked to obtain cannon for the Fairground park, on North
Grand avenuo. Invariably Mr. Igoe has answered that be will get the cannon
if anyone will guarantee to pay the freight Thus tar no one his come for
ward with the pledge.
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Smear the affected akin with Cutleura
Ointment on end of finger. Let it remain Ave to ten minutes. Then wash
off with plenty of Cutleura Soap and
Dry without Irritation.
hot water.
Nothing like Cutleura tor all skla
troubles from Infancy to age.
Free sample each by mall with Book.
Address postcard, Cutleura, Dept I
Boston. Sold everywhere.
Adv.

DISEASE

ON

THE

DECREASE

Assoolstlon for the Study and Prevention of Tuberculosis Hss Good
Reason to Be Proud.

While the latest report of the bureau of census shows that In 1914
tuberculosis caused over 10.5 per cent
of all dcutlis In tho registration area
ot the United States, tho Natlonul Association for the Study and Prevention
of Tuberculosis points out in a statement that the death rate from this
disease Is steadily decreeing, having
100.000 populadeclined from 200.7-petion In 1904 to 146.8 In 1914. This
would Indicate, the association claims,
thnt the antituberculosis movement organized In the last ten years Is having a marked effect on the mortality
of tuberculosis, especially since the
death rate from this disease seems to
MILENA, MILKMAID QUEEN
be declining more rapidly than the
general death rate from all causes.
Commenting on this decrease In the
The fall of Cotlnje will grieve no
one more than Mllena, the beautiful rate from tuberculosis, the bureau of
queen of Montenegro, who came the census says: "As a result of a
straight from being a milkmaid to rulo more general understanding of the
laws ot health, the importance of fresh
her brav.e people.
It Is in this small but beloved air. etc.. due In part, no doubt, to the
capital that she has lived since mar efforts of the various societies for the
riage, nursing her children and at the prevention of tuberculosis, there baa
same time showering her mother love been a most marked and gratifying
upon all her subjects, with whom she decrease during recent years In the
mortality from this scourge of civililives In closest touch.
A little more than fifty years ago zation. In only a decade from 1904
she was little Mllena Consta Hinovitch, to 1914 the death rate from tubercupeacefully and contentedly working losis In all Its forms fell from 200.T
upon her father's farm amidst the hills to 146.8 per 100,000, the decllno being
and valleys of the Black mountains
continuous from year to year. This
Her chief care then was looking after Is a drop of more than 25 per cent."
the cows, and early morning saw her
jemerge from the house, pall In hand
The Humorous Hst.
on the way to milk the cows. In those
"Has she any sense of humor?"
simple days she never dreamed that
"I don't think so. Sho can look at
she would be called upon to wear a her bat without laughing."
crown.
In the strict sense of the word
MORE THAN EVER
her marriage waa not a "love affair." That Is, there was no falling In love at Increased Cspacity for Work Sines
first sight, or anything so romantic. But In accordance with the custom of
Leaving Off Coffee.
lior country she waa called from her farm work to be the bride of young
Nicholas Pelrovltch, the heir to the throne, because she was the loveliest
Many former coffee drinkers wbe
child in the land. She waa only thirteen when her nomination aa the future have mental work to perform day afbride took place, and a year later she was welcomed to Cetlnje, and there ter day, have found a better capacity
boy who had been selected by bis uncle, the and greater endurance by using
wedded to the olghtcen-year-oln
then Prince Danilo, to succeed blm on the throne of Montenegro.
instead of coffee. An Illinois
Their simple lives and the strong love that has grown between king and woman writes:
queen, are examplea which the Montenegrins boast of with Just pride.
"I bad drank coffee for about twenty
years, and Anally bad what the doctor
called 'coffee heart.' I waa nervous and
extremely despondent; had little men
DR. FREDERICK G. COTTRELL
tal or physical strength left; bad kidney trouble and constipation.
'
According to Charles D. Walcott,
'The first noticeable benefit which
secretary of the Smithsonian institu
followed the change from coffee te)
tion, and vice president of the RePostum was the improved action ot
search corporation of New Tork, the
the kidneys and bowels. In two weeks
Research corporation, in the 'three
my heart action was greatly Improved
years of Its life, has earned something
and my nerves stesdler.
more than $160,000. The rate of its
'Then I became less despondent.
earning Is on the Increase.
and the desire to be active sgala
Behind this bare atatcment Is a
showed proof of renewed physical and
and
remarkable story of
mental strength.
devotion to the common weal. It Is the
I formerly did mental work and had
story of Dr. Frederick Gardner
to give It up on account ot coffee, but
among
of California, whose fame
since using Postum I am doing hard
dentists Is great, but who Is almost
mental labor with less fatigue." Name
unknown to the general public.
given by Postum Co., Battle Creek,
To put It briefly. Doctor Cottrell
Mich.
s the Inventor and patentee of an
Postum comes in two forms:
electrical process to precipitate Ihe
Poatum Cereal the original for-msolid matter in smoke. In many parts
must be well boiled, 15c and Z5c packot the country It baa revolutionised
ages.
the smelter Industry; It Is moving to
Instant Postum a soluble powde- ra point where it will make smoke-riddedissolves quickly In a cup of hot wacities free of coal dust and dirt.
ter, and, with cream snd sugar, makes
rw4
sVr
r
9ut when the commercial success
a delicious beverage Instantly. 30c and
of the Invention had been assured, Doctor Cottrell assigned bis patent rights 50c
tins.
to the Smithsonian Institution, with the sole proviso that the earnings should
Doth forms are equally delicious snd
be devoted to the advancement ot science. The Research corporation was cost about
the same per eup.
irganltet! in 1911 to handle and administer the fund.
Poet am.
"There's a Reason"
sold by Grocers,
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Railroad Employes
For
Make Formal Demands
Superintendent Schools

M. Bickley

Continued from first page)
It is with pleasure that the
candidacy
News announces the
paid for at time and
of Prof. J. M. Bickley for Coun- times the pro rata rate.
of Schools,
ty Superintendent
(e) No one shall receive less
subject to the action of the for eight hours or 100 miles,
Pro than they now receive for a
Democratic primaries.
one-ha- lf

feasor Bickley isjo well acquainted in Clovis as to need no intro
duction on our part, but to those
in other parts of the county we
would state that he came to
Clovis from Tennessee in 1909
and filed on a 160 acre claim to
which he perfected title by serving the required sentence. He
was principal of the Clovis High
Schools for two years and later
taught in the County Institute
one term. He was appointed to
his present position last October
of Prof.
upon the retirement
Mersfelder and has since given
general satisfaction.

Seth Morrison for
County Clerk
Mr. Seth Morrison announces
his candidacy for the nomination
to the office of County Clerk of

Roosevelt County, subject to the
action of the Democratic primaries. Born in the state of
Texas, in the year 1874, from
whence he removed to what is
now Roosevelt County, New
Mexico, in 1895, where he has
liveu ever since, except one year,
he is thus one of the old settlers
of this country. He has been a
faithful adherent of the democratic party all his life and his
record for honest, upright and
fair dealing with his fellowman
is well known to many of the
voters of Roosevelt County. He
is thoroughly familiar with the
the duties of the office of County
Clerk, having served as Deputy
District and County Clerk of
Roosevelt County for some twt
years, where his well known
ability proved itself in the keep
ing of clean and accurate records
and in the rapid dispatch of the
country's business.
If elected to the office he seeks,
he will run the office with only
one deputy, that of Deputy District Clerk, and not have a deputy County Clerk, which the law
provides for, and by this means
save to the taxpayers of Roosevelt County the salary of $900.00
per year and that in all other respects he would endeavor to run
the uifice as economically as
possible.

The Battle Cry of Peace
Without question the greatest
picture ever presented to a Clovis audience was that entitled
"The Battle Cry of Peace"
shown at the Lyceum Monday
and Tuesday night3. It is a
picture that every American
should see. It depicts the scenes
that are daily bfinsr enacted in
Europe, illustrates in the most
forcible manner our national
weakness and instills a patriotism in every true American
heart. It is interesting from
start to finish as well as eilucat
inn. Few people who saw the
pictures knew that one of the
characters pliown, was the father
of our townsman Harry Crawford.
It was Captain Jack
Crawford, the poet scout from
New Mexico, who is seen with
flowing white locks, speaking
from a rostrum, waving a flag.
He appears immediately after a
group of civil war veterans are
shown.

.

More Fans for Coaches
Announcement has just been
made by the Santa Fe that an
order has been placed to equip
one hundred or more chair cars
and coaches with electric fans
and the equipment will be placed in service tin all important
trains during the summer
month?. This is appreciated by
the traveling public.

minimum day or 100 miles for
the class of engine used or for
service performed.
(f) Time will be computed
continuously from time required
for duty until released from duty
and responsibility at end of day
or run.
ARTICLE 2. (a) Eight hours
or less will constitute a day in
all yard and switching service.
The minimun day's pay for 8
hour yards Bhall not be less than
the present day's pay for 10 hour
yards. Provided, that in yards
having a minimum day or more
than 10 hours, the present day's
pay as in effect January 1, 1916,
will be continued with the eight
hour day.
(b) Time to be computed continuously from time required far
duty until released from duty
and responsibility at end of day
or run. All over 8 hours witnin
any 24 hour period to be computed and paid for at the rate ot
time and
time.
(c) All overtime to be
d
on the minute basis,
ARTICLES, (a) Eight hours
or less at present 10 hours pay,
will constitute a day's work in
Hostling Service.
(b) Time to be computed continuously from time required for
doty until released from duty and
responsibility at end of day or
run. All over 8 hours within
any 21 hour period to be computed and paid for at the rate of
time.
time and
(c) All overtime to be computed on the minute basis.
ARTICLE 4. Any rates of
pay, including excess mileage or
arbitrary differentials that are
higher, or any rules or condition of employment contained
in individual schedules in effect
January 1, 1916, that are more
favorable to the employes, shall
not be modified or affected by
any settlement reached in connection with these proposals.
The Central committee repre
senting the employes on each;
railroad will determine which is
preferable and advise the officers
of their company. Nothing in
the settlement
that may be
reached on the above submitted
articles is to be construed to deprive the employes on any railroad from retaining their present
rules and accepting any rates
that may be agreed upon and retaining their present rates and
accepting any rules that may be
agreed upon.
one-ha-
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"Shore Ignorant"
A movement has been started
at Las Vegas for the purpose of
changing the name of New Mexico to some other name not yet
decided upon.
Tne idea of
changing the nanie of New Mexico has struck the Las Vegas
initiators on account, they say,
of the fact that New Mexico is
often confused by eastern parties
with old Mexico. The idea is
one that should be objected to
by

fair-minde- d

New Mexican

citizons. If some of the eastern
people are so confounded ignorant as not to know where New
located, let them take
a few lessons in geography and
learn something about Uncle
Sam's domain. It's not New
Mexico's fault that some of our
eastern brothers are so dam
ignorant that they confuse New
Mexico with old Mexico.
We
always thought that there were
some people of the "ignoramus"
class in the east, but this is the
Wagon Mound Panta
limit.
graph
s

Mayor elect K. C. Childers
weekly
went
to Santa Fe the first of the
dances
at
The Elks'
v
becoming
are
as a grand juryman in fedweek
auditorium
the
eral court.
more popular each week.

POLITICAL POETRY
The Democrats and Socialists are Slinging

!g3T

Campaign Poetry at Each Other
in th Following Language

See Here!

When you are in Clovis, step
around to 114. West Grand
and see the line of Autos at

Socialist Ned

'

if you want to hear
The story of a Socialist far and near

Come all you rounders

A real set of howlers from Howlersville,
Don't amount to a darn and never will.
They set around town and they howl hard times
They blow in their nickles and they blow injtheir dimes;
They wont last long til their purse grows slim-T- hen
they'cusa. all the rich for robbing them.

The warner called him out at

half-pas-

t

Chalmers
$1150
Chalmers Master 40 $1550
Dort 8
$ 730
6-3-
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AT CLOVIS

Come in and see the new cars now on floor
ready to show you. Call or phone for a 2
demonstrator to be shown to your family. A
-

T
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rWhen Your Watch Goes
aoi

aoc

30

301

Dead
or fails to keep correct time,
we can repair it RIGHT !

The Socialist died and they left him all alone
They told how he died on a big tombstone
He didn't have heart disease, he was too fat,
He undertook debating with a Democrat.
The wife of the Socialist was at home in bed
When she got the message that her Socialist was dead
She said to the children: "God bless each brat, .
The next papa you have will be a Democrat."

WE ABSOLUTELY

GUARANTEE OUR WORK

WE ARE AGENTS FOR

Hamilton, Elgin and
Waltham Watches
CfD
Everything New and Up

going te get to Heaven
I don't think,
going to get to Heaven
get to Heaven, Well I don't think.

To-Dat- e

IN THE

JEWELRY

LINE!
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Donk Henry Dubb

"THE

if you want a see
A Henry Dubb donkey who wrote a story-eIts all about a Socialist who met his fate
When he met a brother Donk in a public debate.
The boss called Henry at half past four
Told him how the Socialists was making 'em sore
Says get busy Henry, its more'n we can stand
You must write a piece a poetry that'll save this land.
Come all you rounders
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Denhof Jewelry Company
aoc

Highway Garage

Dubb he wrote a piece a poetry.
Donkey Dubb with a pencil in his hand
Henry Dubb he wrote a piece a poetry
Wrote a piece a poetry tried to save the land.
Now all you rounders that's got any sense
You can't blame Henry for he had to commence
He's bound to do the bidding of a jingo Bill
Never worked witnout a boss and never will.
He works in theactory arid He works on the farm
He fears that the Socialists will do him great harm
His kids eat bread and water and stay out school
He's neither man or monkey, but a capitalist tool.

New and Fire Proof
North Main Street
Phone 402

Full Line of Casings
and Accessories.

Jones & Lindley

nry

Dubb scared about the Socialist
Donkey Dubb says it will not do
Henry Dubb scared about the Socialist
He's a natural born democrat through and through.
Now in Dubb's poem did you notice what he said
About a Donk Democrat a skinning Ned
But I'm a telling you rounders that he never died
And when the voto3 are counted you will find Dubb lied.
Now I ain't got much money but I'll bet tho roll
You may search the rounlry from pole to pole
AvA you wont find a donocrat tints got any head
That will get on the platform with Socialist Ned.

BEST FOR LESS

IOC

Chorus-He- nry

Chorus-He-
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4-2-

The Socialist started out to convert the land
With a Ripsaw in his pocket and the Appeal in his hand,
He didn't last long til he scon went down,
For the Democrat got him on the first go round.
The Socialist fought him like a Choctau Chief,
He read his paper to him leaf by leaf;
But the Democrat had him where the wool was short
And he couldn't do a thing but heave and snort.

Chorus
Socialist man,
Socialist man
Socialist man
He's going to

Auto Co.

Miller-Luika- rt

T

four

He kicked his
out
the door,
He landed on the children with a stick in his hand
Said he was fighting for the freedom of the working
man.
Down thru the nation comes the Socialist Sled,
Commanded by the pilot Mr. Socialist Ned
The warner gave him orders on the strict Q. T.
To falsefy the records of the G. O. P.
wif,-- t
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NEW MEXICO.

D. II. EYER

K. D. SHUMATE

EVER & SHUMATE
(iKNEKAL niNCRETK WORK
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Chorus
Henry's boss wont get upon thu platform
And meet a Socialist in debate
Henry's boss wont get upon the platform
Might as well try to slip him through the Golden gate.
New all you Socialists must read Dubb's rhyme
If your thinking bout heaven there's no use to climb
Dubb's bunch has it cornered and you'll And no roost
Cause you said a working man should have all he
produced.
Now Henry I'm surprised at your little song
Honest now Dubbie didn't you get it wrong
You never said freelovers, didn't mention infidel
Just said Ned died and went to
1.

Chorus-N- ow

Henry Dubb no more of your bleating
Donkey Dubb you make me sick
1
Go on Dubb St Peter is a waiting
.
A waiting to give you a good swift kick.

SIDEWALKS,

FLOORS, FOUNDATIONS
STUCCO

Honest work and a Guarantee back of Every Job.
Let us furnish an estimate on your work

Phone 19.

S3

CIovu, N. M.

Low Rate Colonist
Tickets

On March 26th to April 14th inclusive, the Santa Fe
will have on sale Low Rate One-wa- y
Tickets to California

and the Northwest, with liberal
Inquire at ticket office or phone

stop-ove-

r

privileges.
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